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Rosemary Mayer’s Fabric Sculptures Hover
Between Form and Formlessness
At Swiss institute, New York, a well-earned survey of the late artist charts her early experimental
works and textile sculptures of the 1970s
P
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Since her passing in 2014, Rosemary Mayer’s formally exacting, diverse and conceptually rigorous body of work has
remained largely under-recognized. Yet, there’s no lack of venerable historical context for her practice: site-specific
installations that presaged the modulation of performance art from public intervention to semi-private relational aesthetics;
the phenomenological separation of painting from its stretcher bars; and a scholarly engagement with Western art. Then
there are the well-established reputations of her contemporaries, such as Adrian Piper, Vito Acconci – an ex-husband who
encouraged her off an academic pathway in classics towards visual art – and fellow writers like her own sister, poet
Bernadette Mayer, with whom she grew up in the working-class, Catholic milieu of Ridgewood, New York.

A compact show last summer at Gordon Robichaux, New York, focused on her ephemeral installations and performances –
inspired by renaissance and baroque pageantry and stage sets – and served as something of a follow up to curator Maika
Pollack’s 2016 exhibition, ‘Rosemary Mayer: Conceptual Works & Early Fabric Sculptures, 1969–73’, at her former Brooklyn
gallery, Southfirst. Now, finally, Mayer is the subject of an in-depth survey at the Swiss Institute in New York, ‘Ways of
Attaching’, which presents across two floors her impressive output from the 1960s to ’80s.
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Rosemary Mayer, Hypsipyle, 1973, satin, rayon, nylon, cheesecloth, nylon netting,
ribbon, dyes, wood, acrylic paint, 122 × 274 × 15 cm. Courtesy: Lenbachhaus,
Munich

One draped, sewn and tied piece (Balancing, 1972) appears here in a slightly different arrangement than archival
photographs orient it, perhaps implying that her work allowed for mutability to co-exist with intent. Though this work does
have the bearing of sculpture, it simultaneously shares concerns with process-based painting and the classical genre of
drapery studies. Then there’s the fantastically blooming Galla Placidia (1973), wherein two swoops of cold lavender, ochre,
lime, and soft blue-green dyed gauzes and satins are gathered into a centre parting via a suspended wooden ring, from which
the fabric cascades to the floor. With these controlled furls – descendants of the puffed garments of her beloved Florentine
renaissance painter Jacopo da Pontormo – Mayer reined in gravity to her own assured command, conveying a shade of the
steely presence and power her subject, a fifth-century Roman empress, must have possessed. This is the first time the work
has been displayed in New York since Mayer’s 1973 solo show at A.I.R. – the women’s cooperative gallery of which she was a
founding member. Nearby, Hypsipyle (1973), her last scaffolded fabric piece – a ruddy orange, dark lilac and sand-hued
fabric draping on bent wooden rods – hovers between form and formlessness, positing irresolution as a burning ambition.

A few months before Mayer died, I interviewed Judy Chicago –
another feminist artist of 1970s – for Artforum . ‘The job of institutions
is to transmit culture and pass on the achievements of history so they
can be built upon,’ she said. ‘When they don’t, it’s an institutional
failure and it could be and should be part of institutional critique.’
This show is a significant step in the process of rectifying but one such
case. As for the other institutions in this town? Their story rewrites are
long overdue.

‘Rosemar
Rosemar y Mayer: Ways of Attaching
Attaching’ is on view at Swiss Institute,
New York, until 9 January 2022.

Main image: ‘Rosemary Mayer: Ways of Attaching’, 2021, exhibition view, Swiss Institute,
New York. Courtesy: Swiss Institute, New York
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Rosemary Mayer’s Art of the
Unseen
For Mayer, the passage of time is imbued with a sense of melancholy, of
something already lost to the past.
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Installation view, "Pleasures and Possible Celebrations": Rosemary Mayer's Temporary Monuments, 1977-1981 at
Gordon Robichaux, NY, 2021 (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

“Balloons can carry words, be deliberate signals for objects forcing connections.
Then everything shifts in time and wind and mind.” — Rosemary Mayer, from Snow
People series text (1979).
Time, memory, and change are at the center of Rosemary Mayer’s art. Although
Mayer’s work has garnered some attention since her death in 2014 at the age of 71,

People series text (1979).
Time, memory, and change are at the center of Rosemary Mayer’s art. Although
Mayer’s work has garnered some attention since her death in 2014 at the age of 71,
she remains less known than many of her peers in New York’s 1970s postminimalist and conceptual art scene (in which she was active, as an artist, critic,
and founding member of the women’s cooperative gallery A.I.R.).
Yet even at the height of her productivity in the mid- and late-1970s, her interest in
the artists and rituals of the Renaissance and her unabashed embrace of emotion in
her exploration of the evanescent set her apart from most artists working in her
milieu. Even at its time, her work was untimely.

Installation view, “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary Monuments, 1977-1981 at
Gordon Robichaux, NY, 2021 (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

Mayer’s late-’70s performances, which she called “temporary monuments,” are the
focus of “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary
Monuments, 1977–1981 at Gordon Robichaux (organized with the Estate of Rosemary
Mayer). The exhibition features signiﬁcant texts and ephemera for the
performances Spell (April 1977), Some Days in April (April 1978), and the unrealized
Connections, but the most compelling documents are Mayer’s drawings.
A group of drawings for Some Days in April states the title alongside a cluster of
balloons — some barely outlined, others colored in — bearing people’s names as
well as dates and the names of springtime stars and ﬂowers.
The performance took place without an audience, in a ﬁeld in upstate New York

Rosemary Mayer, “Some Days in April” (1978), colored pencil, ink, graphite, pastel, and watercolor on paper, 23.5 x
17.75 inches (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

In one drawing, several balloons crowd onto a sheet of light blue paper. Words on
the balloons chatter like the voices they commemorate: on one, she notes her
father’s name, Theodore, the number four for his April 4th birthday, the ﬂower
Columbine, and the star Regulus.
The blushing spring colors of the drawing evoke nature in full bloom; the
celebratory atmosphere, the conviviality among the cluster of balloons, is all the
more poignant for its elegiac undertones.
A text accompanying the performance elaborates on the balloons’ text in intimate,
abstract language that eludes narrative. Mayer’s poetic descriptions have the hazy,
dreamlike quality of memory, its ebbs and ﬂows, its ﬂashes of light that instantly
recede into darkness. For her parents, she writes:
April was special because both their birthdays came then. There were presents,
small parties on the nearest Sundays, cake after dinner or ice cream. The garden
ﬂowers came up; it wasn’t so cold; the days got a little longer.

Installation view, “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary Monuments, 1977-1981 at
Gordon Robichaux, NY, 2021 (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

A year before Some Days in April, Mayer created Spell. Her ﬁrst temporary
monument, it celebrated the annual opening of the Jamaica, Queens, farmers
market with three giant white weather balloons. The phrases “iris returns,” “crocus
returns,” and “hyacinth returns” written on the balloons heralded the coming of
spring.
Four drawings included in the exhibition root Spell in historical seasonal rituals. In

returns,” and “hyacinth returns” written on the balloons heralded the coming of
spring.
Four drawings included in the exhibition root Spell in historical seasonal rituals. In
two of them, drawings of the balloons and a woman in festive Renaissance attire
overlay speciﬁcs of the performance. Another juxtaposes a similar drawing of a
woman with a brief history of artists and pageantry (it begins, “It was artists who
marked celebrations with decorations”), and a fourth merges musings on these
histories with family memories.
The drawings, along with performance ﬂyers and notes, speak to the importance of
text and, more broadly, language to Mayer’s practice. In Spell and Some Days in April,
texts on the balloons serve as invocations, spells in themselves, summoning spirits
across time. Other texts mark the events or record forgotten histories, but all foster
a sense of intimacy with Mayer. She engaged with the nature of time and memory
by immersing herself, and her audience, in their power.

Installation view, “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary Monuments, 1977-1981 at
Gordon Robichaux, NY, 2021 (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

Mayer’s drawings, often composed of concentrated areas of detail and vibrant color
that dissipate into slight, gossamer lines, have a provisional quality that reﬂects her
temporary monuments. The passage of time is imbued with a sense of melancholy,
of something already lost to the past.
Two sculptures round out the exhibition, “Scarecrow (model) for a ﬁeld” (1978–79)
and “17th Street Ghost” (1981/2021). Both recall the draped fabric sculptures Mayer
produced in the early ’70s, here animated by their forms. For “Scarecrow,” the only
extant sculpture from the time, fabrics in rich red, lilac, and brown hues cloak a

and “17th Street Ghost” (1981/2021). Both recall the draped fabric sculptures Mayer
produced in the early ’70s, here animated by their forms. For “Scarecrow,” the only
extant sculpture from the time, fabrics in rich red, lilac, and brown hues cloak a
skeletal armature made of wooden rods, a brown tulle “head” perched atop.
“Scarecrow” represents a transition for Mayer from site-speciﬁc projects to the
gallery space. Joyous and makeshift, it symbolizes seasonal harvests and harvest
festivals; unsurprisingly, it feels somewhat stiﬂed within the gallery.

Installation view, “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary Monuments, 1977-1981 at
Gordon Robichaux, NY, 2021 (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

“17th Street Ghost” is installed in a separate gallery space, along with a drawing for
Spell. The work is related to “Scarecrow” but its radiating wooden rods are wrapped
and layered with transparent materials such as glassine paper and cellophane
instead of fabric. The natural light from a window transforms it into a mutable body
that seems to materialize and dematerialize with different vantage points.
Mayer intended her Ghost sculptures to be disassembled after being exhibited. In
the 2018 book Temporary Monuments: Work by Rosemary Mayer, 1977–1982, art
historian Gillian Sneed states that she reused materials from one to make another;
none remain intact in their original form. For “Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”
Mayer’s estate re-conceived the work, with artist Amanda Friedman.
“17th Street Ghost” is at once unruly and ethereal. The glassine and cellophane
suggest plastic grocery bags or food wrappers, insigniﬁcant things that are used and
discarded, or carried away by a gust of wind, lending the work a greater, and more
profoundly melancholic, sense of impermanence.

Rosemary Mayer, “Some Days in April (Theodore)” (1978), colored pencil, graphite, ink, and watercolor on paper,, 26 ×
20 inches (Courtesy Gordon Robichaux, NY. Photo: Gregory Carideo)

Other artists of the same generation examined the passage of time through light
and nature. What separates Mayer is not only the warmth of her work but also the
way that it evokes what is unseen or ﬂeeting: moments of celebration and loss
distilled into a name or symbol but never fully grasped, always slipping away; an
image suspended between memory and imagination; a ﬂicker caught in a sideward
glance.
In her essay “The Moon Tent” (1983) Mayer writes:
No one has never seen a ghost. You prefer not to remember. It’s easy. They’re
visible only for seconds and even then they change. They live in the fall of a
sleeve or skirt, the shapes in a coat laid over a chair. When the light changes,
they’re different or gone. Stare at something as the moon or sun rises or sets and
see what you see. Any number or things or creatures like what you see in clouds
or currents in rivers, or ocean waves. They live one way for seconds or minutes,
then have some other form. What you see depends on the way you think.
“Pleasures and Possible Celebrations”: Rosemary Mayer’s Temporary Monuments,
1977–1981 continues at Gordon Robichaux (41 Union Square West, #925 and #907,
Manhattan) through June 27. The gallery will host an event to draw “17th Street Ghost”
from 2 to 6 PM on June 26, by appointment.
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PERMANENT RECORDS
Genevieve Lipinsky de Orlov on Rosemary Mayer at ChertLüdde, Berlin

Rosemary Mayer, “Study for Hroswitha,” 1972

Linda Nochlin’s essay “Why Have There Been No Great
Women Artists?” was a pivotal and necessary moment
in the history of art history. Since the text’s first publication in 1971, efforts to make the canon more inclusive
have increased in pace and volume, but revisions and
structural changes have been implemented slowly.
ChertLüdde’s presentation of works by Rosemary
Mayer reintroduces the artist to an international
audience, offering her impressive fabric sculptures
and meticulous drawings as a counterpoint to the
masculine figures that dominated the New York scene
during her lifetime. Mayer was, nonetheless, undeniably rooted in the art of her time, writes our editor,
Genevieve Lipinsky de Orlov.
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In 1973, Lucy Lippard published her touchstone
volume on conceptual art, Six Years, a chronological
annotated bibliography and list of events concerning “the dematerialization of the art object” from
1966 to 1972. Lippard writes in the preface that
her intention was “to expose the chaotic network
of ideas in the air” during this period, though
she admits that “there is no precise reason for
certain inclusions and exclusions except personal
prejudice and an idiosyncratic method of characterization.”1 However, in offering a concrete and
near-contemporaneous account of fleeting and
varied phenomena, Six Years worked to canonize in
real time according to Lippard’s prejudice.
Rosemary Mayer (1943–2014) appears once in
Six Years, for her book 41 Fabric Swatches, published
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in 1969 by 0 TO 9 Press. The journal of the
same name, edited by Mayer’s sister, Bernadette,
and her once-husband, Vito Acconci, is cited
repeatedly throughout Six Years. Though Mayer
was very much embedded in the now-canonical
milieu depicted by Lippard, her work has often
been considered outside the parameters of conceptual art – in part a consequence of her gender
and use of “traditionally feminine materials” –
and she received limited recognition during her
lifetime.
ChertLüdde’s show, “Rods Bent Into Bows,”
is the first solo presentation of the artist’s work
in Europe and focuses on the years 1972–73. This
was a consequential period for Mayer; in excerpts
from her 1971 diary, 28-year-old Mayer writes
about her desire “to be a ‘great artist’”2 and documents her various attempts to get a gallery show,
despite her conflicted attitude toward commerciality (“to sell things to decorate rich people’s
houses UGH […] but it is also pride…to have
people know who I am”3). She joins a consciousness-raising group, a popular format for feminist collectivity-building at the time, led by her
friend and peer Adrian Piper. The group became
a consequential influence for Mayer, fostering her
fascination with the history of women, which
became a central theme in her work.
In the same diary, Mayer mentions a studio
visit with Lippard: “dead tired bec. of Lucy Lippard at 9:15 AM. Couldn’t tell what she thought.”4
Apparently Lippard liked the work; at some point
thereafter, she recommended Mayer to A.I.R. Gallery’s initiators, who then invited Mayer to join
its founding roster in 1972.5 As the first nonprofit
gallery dedicated to women artists, A.I.R. was a
vital initiative addressing the structural, institutional exclusion that Linda Nochlin elucidated in

her 1971 essay “Why Have There Been No Great
Women Artists?”
Mayer had her first solo exhibition at A.I.R. in
1973, a central point of reference for ChertLüdde’s
show. A broad vitrine in the gallery’s basement
space displays ephemera related to the 1973 exhibition. The A.I.R. press release, typewritten on
goldenrod-colored paper, provides contextual information for each of the three fabric sculptures
exhibited: Galla Placidia (1973), Hroswitha (1972–73),
and The Catherines (1973). All honor historical
women, as many of Mayer’s fabric sculptures do.
Hroswitha, the press release shares, refers to “a
German Latin poet of Gandersheim in Saxony,” to
whom the themes of Faust and Romeo and Juliet can
be attributed.
At ChertLüdde, Hroswitha hangs upstairs in
a room of its own, one of two fabric sculptures
on view. It is the direct thread between Mayer’s
1973 exhibition and this show, which its monumental presence does not allow to go unnoticed. Supported by five of the show’s namesake
rods-bent-into-bows, competing fabrics fall in
theatrical, sagging festoons – flimsy rayon dyed
a deep blood-red, strained by the pull of heavy
black flannel, offset by weightless, pale-yellow
nylon netting. The work’s voluminous, imposing
body commands attention, its presence defined as
much by its materials and construction as by the
convex negative space it carves out of the gallery’s
room.
Formally, at first glance, one might think
of Eva Hesse, who was in fact teaching at the
School of Visual Arts when Mayer was a student,
but Hroswitha embodies Mayer’s interest in the
specific nature of fabric and the interaction of
colors, more akin to Sam Gilliam’s draped painted
canvases, which Mayer notes seeing in Gilliam’s
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“Rosemary Mayer: Rods Bent Into Bows,” ChertLüdde, Berlin, 2020, installation view

1971 MoMA exhibition. The intimate formal and
conceptual relationship of Mayer’s work to that
of her contemporaries roots her firmly in the art
of her time – whether Hesse, Gilliam, or Senga
Nengudi, who was making figurative fabric cutouts installed temporarily on fire escapes and in
alleyways in Harlem in 1972.
Opposite Hroswitha hang two sketchbook pages framed separately. One outlines Mayer’s plans
for the sculpture, both practical and conceptual,
with extensive notes in the margins, and the other explains how to make the “bent rods.” In framing these three-hole-punched pages, ChertLüdde
treats them as artworks in themselves, affirming
the centrality of process in Mayer’s practice and
endorsing a reading of her work through the
tenets of conceptual art. To be sure, Mayer was
decidedly concerned with materiality – both
the literal matter of her work and its physicality,
its form and presence – but it is significant that
many of the drawings on display at ChertLüdde
depict sculptures that are lost or were never realized. It makes sense, then, that Mayer’s detailed
colored pencil and/or graphite drawings and
notes, most of them framed, comprise the majority of the show at ChertLüdde, though it raises
questions about the nature of Mayer’s work and
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how she understood these works on paper. Did
she consider them artworks in their own right
or merely part of a processual whole? Would this
affect their status as distinct salable objects in the
gallery context, or is this just a necessary feature
of working with a limited physical archive?
One hint can be found in Mayer’s 1972 artist statement where she describes “drawings as
permanent records, reminders for small spaces,”6
implying their function as preserving instructions for posterity. In a conversation organized
by ChertLüdde between Mayer’s niece, the art
historian Marie Warsh, and artist Jason Dodge,
Warsh emphasized the conscious ephemerality of
Mayer’s practice. Especially apparent in her later
“temporary monuments,” such as Snow People (1979)
or February Ghosts (1981), Mayer didn’t intend her
sculptures to endure as specific physical art objects. Instead, she documented her process closely
and maintained a sense that works could be recreated at later points in time.
The other fabric sculpture installed at
ChertLüdde, Balancing (1972), has, like Hroswitha,
survived in its original iteration. As the title indicates, it is a direct exploration of texture, color,
form, and weight. Hanging flush against the wall,
two overlapping, triangular systems of cords
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offer an account that both expands upon and
departs from dominant narratives about artistic
production in the early 1970s in New York. The
show is thus a reminder that the histories we
know or study are never exhaustive and always
political. In recovering Mayer from a certain
historical periphery, ChertLüdde’s show inadvertently asks, Who preserves the archive and who
gatekeeps the canon?
“Rosemary Mayer: Rods Bent Into Bows: Fabric Sculptures
and Drawings, 1972–1973,” ChertLüdde, Berlin, September 4–
December 18, 2020.

Rosemary Mayer, “Hroswitha,” 1973

and acrylic tubes find equilibrium through the
fabrics draped asymmetrically on their support: a
brownish textured pattern; a pink silk-like rayon;
and a stretch of yellow-orange cheesecloth woven
between the two. The materials wear the passage
of time – the fabrics and cords slightly faded or
dirtied, the acrylic tubes hazy and discolored at
their ends – as if making a case for Mayer’s sculptures being recreated each time they are exhibited.
On the other hand, the archive is crucial to
any substantive memory of an artist’s work. In
the commercial context, however, the intentionally ephemeral and organically immaterial
elements of Mayer’s work seem to go underexamined while its tangible commodity character
is privileged. ChertLüdde’s show is nonetheless
valuable in recognizing and reasserting Mayer’s
contribution to the genealogy of postwar art. Her
surviving sculptures and the vast library of drawings and notes, even just from this brief period,

Notes
1 Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object
from 1966 to 1972 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1997), p. 5.
2 Marie Warsh, ed., Excerpts from the 1971 Journal of Rosemary
Mayer (Chicago: Soberscove, 2020), p. 62.
3 Ibid., p. 70.
4 Ibid., p. 35.
5 Gillian Sneed, “‘Pleasures and Possible Celebrations,’” in
Temporary Monuments: Works by Rosemary Mayer, 1977–1982,
eds. Marie Warsh and Max Warsh (Chicago: Soberscove,
2018), p. 6.
6 Quoted in ChertLüdde’s press release.
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Kunsttipps für Berlin

Objekte erschüttern
Setzen Zeichen mit Material: Ghada Amer bei Kewenig,
Rosemary Mayer (1943-2014) bei ChertLüdde und Marte Eknaes
in der Efremidis Galerie.

Ghada Amer, „The Women I Know“, Ausstellungsansicht
o: Lepkoswki Studios Berlin © Ghada Amer / VG Bild-Kunst Bonn; Courtesy of the artist and KEWENIG, Berlin

Vor zwanzig Jahren war Ghada Amer mit ihren Bildern lesbischer SexSzenen, die sie mit vielen bunten Fäden auf die Leinwand nähte, wo sie sich
im Gewirr der unvernähten Enden auch mal aufzulösen schienen, noch Teil
einer Gruppenausstellung im Künstlerhaus Bethanien. Heute vertritt die
Galerie Kewenig [https://kewenig.com/] die ägyptische Künstlerin. Das spricht für
eine beachtliche Karriere, die nun auch mit etwas anderen Motiven und neuen
Materialien überzeugt. Statt der Vorlagen aus Werbebroschüren und
Pornoheften, sind es jetzt enge Freundinnen und Weggefährtinnen, die Amers
Leinwände bevölkern, die erotischen Darstellungen brennt sie auf große
Keramikteller.
Anzeige

Das Anliegen freilich der Künstlerin,
die Machtstrukturen im
Geschlechterverhältnis zu
hinterfragen, es ist geblieben. Das
weiblich konnotierte Durchstechen
der Leinwand mit Nadel und Faden
als die – gegenüber dem männlich
assoziierten Farbauftrag – sehr viel

grausamere und aggressivere
Methode der zeichnerischen, durch
die Linie definierten Bilderzeugung
tritt heute eher in den Hintergrund.
Doch der deutlich malerischere
Akzent, der ihre großen Leinwände
nun auszeichnet, verdankt sich
weiterhin bunten Seidenfäden, jetzt
in Form flächiger Stickerei.

Für Amers sehr spezifische
Aneignung der Malerei als dem
scheinbar angestammten Hoheitsgebiet einer männlich beherrschten
Kunstwelt, ist die Figur charakteristisch, die aus dem flächig gesticktem Text
des Hintergrunds hervortritt. In der aktuellen Ausstellung „The Women I
Know“ [https://kewenig.com/] haben die Sätze, die sichtbar werden, einen direkten
Bezug zur dargestellten Frau und zitieren wichtige Leitsätze des Feminismus
wie Audre Lordes „Your silence will not protect you“.

Mit Textilien arbeitete schon Anfang der 1970er Jahre Rosemary Mayer
(1943-2014). Unter dem Titel „Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric Sculptures and
Drawings 1972-1973“ zeigt Chert Lüdde nun die erste europäische
Einzelausstellung der Künstlerin. Was Textilien nach Aussagen der Künstlerin
besonders interessant macht für ihre skulpturale Verwendung, ist ihre
Beweglichkeit. Stoffskulpturen behalten, wie sie notiert, nur dann ihre stabile
Form, wenn sie zweidimensional reproduziert werden.

Im Raum weht der Stoff im Luftzug und fällt dann in eine neue Variante der
ursprünglichen Form. Die Formbarkeit und Beweglichkeit von Stoff vergleicht
Mayer mit Wasser. Gleichzeitig ist Stoff ein extrem belastbares, starkes
Material, mit dem sich andere Materialien verformen lassen, wie etwa
„Balancing“ exemplifiziert.

Die Arbeit besteht aus zwei an Seilen aufgehängten Acrylstangen über die
Mayer schwere, seidige Stoffe in verschieden Pinktönen fallen lässt, deren
Gewicht die Stangen leicht durchbiegen. Es entsteht der Eindruck, gleich
könnte Wind in die Stoffe fahren und sie wie Segel aufblähen, damit die
Wandarbeit Fahrt aufnimmt.

In den 70er Jahren waren solche schlichten, aus einfachen Materialien
bestehenden, skulpturalen Experimente wie sie Mayer betrieb, eine

Anzeige

TAZPLAN

Anzeige

Der taz plan erscheint auf
taz.de/tazplan. Mehr Kulturtipps
für Berlin in der Printausgabe der
taz am Wochenende
Wochenende.
HINWEIS + VERANSTALTUNG
Hinweis: vom 16. 12. 2020 bis
vorauss. 10. 01. 2021 schließt der
Einzelhandel und somit auch die
kommerziellen Galerien Berlins.
Einige Galerien bieten digitale
Ausstellungsrundgänge an, bitte
die jeweiligen Webseiten
konsultieren.
Veranstaltung: Zoom Talk (Eng.)
zwischen Marie Warsh (comanager Estate Rosemary Mayer)
und Jason Dodge (Künstler) über
Rosemary Mayers Präsenzen,
Geister und Monumente. Sa, 19.
12., 17 Uhr.

Kampfansage an die Minimal Art ihrer
männlichen Kollegen, deren
Lieblingsmaterialien Stahl und Beton hart
und beständig – und ziemlich farblos waren.
Dem setzte die Mitbegründerin der 1972 ins
Leben gerufenen A.I.R. Gallery, der ersten
von Künstlerinnen gemanagten Galerie für
Künstlerinnen, ganz bewusst ihre
transparenten, leichten und bunten Stoffkonstruktionen entgegen. Warum die
Künstlerin, eine wichtige Protagonistin der damaligen New Yorker Kunstszene,
in Europa nie die ihr gebührende Beachtung fand, bleibt die große Frage nach
dem Besuch bei ChertLüdde [http://chertluedde.com/].

Rosemary Mayer, „Study for Hroswitha“, 1972, Colored pencil and graphite on paper,
21.6 × 28 cm
Foto: Courtesy of The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York

Wir alle kennen diese lästigen Poller aus Eisen und Stein, die auf Straßen, vor
allem aber Gehwegen und Plätzen im Boden verankert sind, um das Parken
von Autos zu verunmöglichen oder sie an der Durchfahrt zu hindern, dazu
grenzen sie Grünflächen und andere Anlagen wie Brunnen oder Denkmäler
ab. Vorrangig scheinen sie jedoch als Hindernis für den gemeinen Fußgänger
gedacht, wenn er ab und ab schmerzhaft mit ihnen kollidiert.

Marte Eknæs, 1978 in Norwegen geboren,
beraubt nun diese Markierungspfosten ihres
Kewenig, Ghada Amer: „The
Kontextes und damit ihrer Funktion, und
Women I Know“, Di.–Sa. 11–18
präsentiert sie im Galerieraum von Efremidis
Uhr, bis 23. Januar, Brüderstr. 10
[https://efremidisgallery.com/de/start/] als Skulptur
ChertLüdde, Rosemary Mayer:
„Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric
und damit als ästhetisches Ereignis. Und das
Sculptures and Drawings 1972sind sie tatsächlich. Wie der Stadt- und
1973“, Di.–Sa. 12–18 Uhr, bis 19.
Architekturhistoriker Vittorio Magnago
Dezember, Ritterstr. 2A
Lampugnani in seinen Buch über die
Efremidis, Marte Eknæs: “!„, Di.–
„Kleinen Dinge im Stadtraum“ schreibt,
Sa. 11–18 Uhr, bis 30. Januar,
wurden sie und werden sie entsprechend
Ernst-Reuter Platz 2
dem jeweiligen stadträumlichen und
architektonischen Umfeld sorgsam gestaltet,
freilich „ohne Gestaltung und Sorgfalt zu stark in den Vordergrund zu rücken“.
DIE AUSSTELLUNGEN

Es wundert also nicht, dass die gusseisernen „Bollard (Berlin 1)“ und „Bollard
(Berlin 2)“ doch sehr nach 1900 ausschauen während der nordische „Bollard
(Oslo)“ eine coole hochglanzpolierte Stahlsäule ist. Interessante Koinzidenz:
Auch Marte Eknæs will wie Rosemary Mayer die konzeptionelle und
skulpturale Stabilität ihrer Objekte erschüttern, sie ins Fließen und Driften
bringen, nicht zuletzt indem sie sie disloziert. In ihrem 2008 entstandenen
„Temporary Manifesto“, das sie bis heute fortschreibt, heißt es „Flexible Ideen,
wie flexibles Material, wird mit der Zeit brüchig“.
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Voluminous Absence:
Rosemary Mayer’s
“Shekinah” and “Bat Kol”
Noam Parness

I post a photo to Instagram on erev Rosh Hashanah 5778. The image features
Rosemary Mayer’s Balancing (1972), a sculpture that I encountered in person a
few months prior. Rayon and cheesecloth fabrics dyed to blushing pinks and
golden oranges limply drape between and beneath two overlapping triangles.
The triangles, thinly composed of outlined cord, are pinned to a wall at the top
corners, while their bottom lines are emboldened and heavied with acrylic rods.
The white wall fills in the gaps. The weight of the work feels precarious, in limbo,
a see-saw. Two halves, two ribs, a body in indecision. The balance of Mayer’s
work is suggestive of scales, appropriate for these days of judgement, yomim
noraim.

Rosemary Mayer, Balancing,
1972. Rayons, cheesecloth, cord, acrylic rods, 126 x 108 in. Courtesy of the
Estate of Rosemary Mayer.
Looking back at my Orthodox Jewish upbringing, I craved art history because I
unknowingly craved divine carnality. At times closeted and celibate, I secretly
longed for the ways that Christian artworks could represent and make plastic a
divine form in ways that Jewish art would often not. During my early college
years, I devotionally researched anthropomorphic visualizations of God in Jewish
art, and found almost nothing. Yet later on, coming into queerness, I found that
the visibility of portraiture and the solidity of a figure offered artistic forms too
constraining for a body that did not feel congruent within the boundaries of
normative genders, or even the human. I became interested in the ways that
abstraction, suggestion, and gesture could in turn reference myriad personhoods,
optics, and histories that escaped representational techniques.
Rosemary Mayer (1943-2014) was a New York-based artist, writer, and critic
whose work was prolific and multi-disciplinary. Known for the draped fabric
sculptures she made in the early 1970s, Mayer also created artist books,
drawings, watercolors, paintings, sculptures, and temporary monuments that
generate ideas and sensations around history, temporality, and transience. She
was a founder, along with 19 other women, of A.I.R. Gallery in 1972, which still
serves as a space to exhibit and support the work of women artists.

Between 1971 and 1973, Mayer predominantly worked on a series of sculptures
where she layered and draped an array of dyed fabrics associated with garments
and gowns; materials such as nylon, voile, satin, burlap, cheese cloth, netting,
and rayon. Voluminous and veiled, these artworks were named after women in
history and mythology (i.e. Catherines, Hroswithe, and De Medici), suggestive of
the figures to whom they referenced, but abstract in form. They sculpturally
reference what garb in historical paintings might look like — delicate, twisting,
imposing, sumptuous. Bodies are not figured, but their folds and movements lie
in the fabric’s arrangement.

Rosemary
Mayer, Galla Placidia, 1973. Satin, rayon, nylon, cheesecloth, nylon netting,
ribbon, dyed, wood, and acrylic paint, 108 x 120 x 60 in. Courtesy of the
Estate of Rosemary Mayer.

In 1973, Mayer created a fabric work titled Galla Placidia, named after the
woman who ruled the Western Roman Empire from 425 to 450. Standing at nine
feet, the work’s curved armatures — bent wood forming a hoop shape — support
layers of draped gauze and satin that falls downward, skirting the ground. After,
in the fall and winter of 1973, Mayer shifted direction with two new works: Bat
Kol and Shekinah.¹ Both works are strikingly absent of draped materials. Stripped
down to arched wooden bows, tense cord, and tightly wrapped fabric, these
relatively minimal yet ornamental sculptures mark a point of transition for Mayer,
signaling the end of her draped fabric sculptures.²
After encountering these two works in a publication, I became increasingly
curious of how Mayer arrived at such titles.³ Shekinah and Bat Kol are both
transliterated from Hebrew and are common references in Jewish traditions to a
divine feminine presence. Since Mayer is not Jewish, I wondered where she
learned these terms. Was it her training in classics? Her involvement with a
feminist cooperative gallery? Was she interested in mysticism?
Most published texts about Mayer’s work and life — both her own writings and
others’ — have been out of print for many years. After reading the only two
recently published books about Mayer’s works, I reached out to Mayer’s estate,
which provided me with incredible support and access to a number of her
writings that are no longer in circulation.4 In the 1977 publication Individuals:
Post-Movement Art in America, Mayer’s essay “Two Years, March 1973 to
January 1975” explains the linguistic origins of Shekinah: “[…] the female
manifestation of God, the divine in-dwelling, from Hebrew le-shachain, to reside.
‘The Shekinah rests’ paraphrases ‘God dwells.’ The queen in the Talmud, ‘her
splendor 65,000 times brighter than the sun.’” Mayer cites the root
of shekhinah in Hebrew, le-shakhain, to dwell or reside. While the
term shekhinah does not appear in Tanakh, we find first century texts such
as Targum Onkelos and Targum Yonatan interpreting shekhinah as a divine
presence. These rabbis understood shekhinah as the “clouds of glory” in the
Book of Exodus (40:35) that rest over the mishkan, or tabernacle, whose name
arrives from the same root as shekhinah, le-shakhain. Various discussions
of shekhinah in Talmud come to bridge the gap between the human and the
transcendent, to name an earthly immanence. While occasionally referred to in
anthropomorphic terms, shekhinah is not given feminine characteristics or
associations in the Talmud, although the word grammatically suggests the
feminine. It is not until the medieval period, in kabbalistic texts such as Sefer haBahir and the Zohar, that shekhinah assumes a feminine status as one of the
ten sefiroth, or ten aspects of God — often referred to as “bride” of the other
nine sefiroth.
Bat kol, a term that literally translates to “daughter of voice,” is presented in
rabbinic texts as an echo of the divine voice, intervening in seemingly

unresolvable arguments between different rabbis. While this term also does not
appear in Tanakh, rabbis in the Talmud assume banotei kol (plural) were present
during the Biblical period. The term was understood as the sole form of divine
communication between God and human after the cessation of prophecy. How
Mayer became familiar with the term is not clear, but, due to its name (“daughter
of voice”), it seems reasonable that Mayer understood it as a reference to an
aural presence of divine femininity. In “Two Years”, she writes, “For the sense of
sight there are angels to pass between God and the world. For hearing there is
the word. Bat Kol, the heavenly voice, the female angel of divine
pronouncement.”
Mayer’s Bat Kol and Shekinah are 7 and 8 feet high respectively, taller than most
standing humans, and so require an upward gaze. While Bat Kol is
approximately as wide and deep as it is tall, Shekinah rests at 17 feet wide and
12 feet deep, taking up an enormous amount of space. The latter work suggests
a tent-like structure, something to be inhabited, relating back to the root leshakhain, to dwell, and back to the mishkan. Not unlike the mishkan,
Mayer’s Shekinah packs up quite small once deconstructed, but in its full
installation provides a space for divine dwelling.

Rosemary
Mayer, Bat Kol, 1974. Wood, cord, wire, 102 x 96 x 90 in. Courtesy of the
Estate of Rosemary Mayer.
Bat Kol is relatively spare, composed of three arched wooden bows standing
upright and tautly held in space with wire and cords the color of vermillion. Mayer
warped wooden beams into bow shapes by wrapping them in wet fabric until they
curved. Bat Kol’s three bows, whose wood is mostly left bare and exposed, are
wrapped together at a center point with green and copper cord. A blue wedge
sits at this center point behind all three bows, only visible from certain angles in
the photo-reproductions provided. Echoes, sonic reverberations, a voice
travelling through space, held in tension, almost harp-like. Indeed, in a later
work, The Locrian Mode (1974), Mayer uses the bent wooden structure as a

specific reference to musical instruments. These bows are also suggestive of
absent quivering arrows, perhaps those of the mythological Diana.
Bat Kol barely stands on the floor, creating something “so delicately balanced it
sways from a passing person,” Mayer writes in an unpublished artist statement
titled “Passing Thoughts.” In her notes, Mayer writes about her sculptures as
“presenting an untenable situation and making it hold….” An ongoing concern of
Mayer’s, evident in her writings, sculptures, and temporary monuments, is the
evanescent and ephemeral nature of existence. Writing about Shekinah, she
emphasizes, “Bows too big, too fragile to be real… the unsuitability of wood to
curvature…the limits of breaking, collapse, approached.” Mayer represents
the Shekhinah here through the seeming impossibility of material existence, on
the verge of breaking. A sculpture that is not real, nor of this world.
While researching these titles, I speculated that Mayer’s derivation of these
words resulted from potential relationships with other Jewish feminist thinkers
and artists. Several Jewish women artists co-founded A.I.R. alongside Mayer,
including Rachel bas-Cohain, Judith Bernstein, and Louise Kramer. Maybe her
path crossed with Arlene Agus (co-founder of Ezrat Nashim in 1971, a Jewish
women’s study group in New York City) who, in 1976, published an essay on
Rosh Chodesh as a women’s holiday, specifically looking at the shekhinah’s
relationship to the moon in traditional Jewish literature. The moon was an
ongoing interest in Mayer’s sculptures and temporary monuments. Mayer’s notes
describe Shekinah’s seven wooden arches as “seven bows, half moons, seven
crescents, objects of the queen.”
Through the mid and late 1970s, several rabbis and second-wave Jewish
feminists were writing about the shekhinah through a feminist theological
lens. There was not a single understanding of shekhinah. Some looked to it as a
term and a presence to be mined, while others were critical of shekhinah due to
its subservient nature as an emanation of the Divine, as the “bride” of a
masculine and patriarchal Yahweh. Some understood it as a metaphor for
eventual redemption, seeing shekhinah’s exile as a temporary moment until
patriarchy is obliterated.5
Mayer’s Shekinah and Bat Kol draw upon divine descriptions without rendering or
representing them via the human body — something that seems recognizably
Jewish rather than Christian. However, Shekhinah’s presence in Christian
mysticism might have also impacted Mayer’s works. Having grown up Catholic,
Mayer mined the aesthetics of her childhood religious settings for her artwork,
especially Mannerist paintings and altarpieces. “My family was very religious,”
Mayer recalled in a 1976 interview, “church every day and sometimes twice a
day […] I suspected that all the variety of textures in the church were affecting
my work […] marble, gilding, polished wood, painted ceiling, the statues…” While

religious aesthetics played a significant part in Mayer’s sculptures, she warned in
her notes that her interest in religious imagery “is not connected to a religion’s
dogmas or institutions, but to its sensual manifestations, the swelling, iridescent
robes and flowers with which artists have clothed their ideas of deity and dead
heroines.”

Rosemary Mayer, Shekinah, 1973-4. Fabric, string, copper, wood, and cord,
84 x 204 x 144 in. Courtesy of the Estate of Rosemary Mayer.
While Bat Kol consists of three wooden bows, Shekinah contains six symmetrical
bows, three on each side, jutting out from a central, circular copper chain
wrapped in purple cloth. A seventh bow projects forward from the top center point
of the chain. Both Bat Kol and Shekinah are bilaterally symmetrical, which was
an intentional choice on Mayer’s part, possibly because these were her first
sculptures that did not use the wall for support. Standing on the floor, they might
not present an immediately obvious front or back. In the interview, Mayer
explains, “The symmetry forces you to look at it from a certain point of view,
which becomes the front. One of the things that is most important to me about
sculpture is that it comes forward in space.” This forward, frontal projection also
insists on an annunciatory reading of both works. In “Two Years,” Mayer
published an image of Bat Kol next to a detail image from Matthias
Grünewald’s Issenheim Altarpiece (c. 1510), displaying a painting of an
Annunciation angel whose draped sleeve unbelievably curves into a half arch.
Accompanying these images, Mayer writes, “Pointing at you the way painted
angels in Annunciations extend an arm, pointing an imperative […] barely visible,
elusive and transparent, their motions caught in folds and layers of floating cloth.
Angel sleeves, markers, records of their gestures, their presence.” This bilateral
symmetry also suggests that the arched bows on each side of the center are

angel wings; in the case of Bat Kol, two wings, or in Shekinah, six wings, possibly
those of Seraphim (see Isaiah 6:2).

Rosemary Mayer, Shekinah (detail), 1973-4. Fabric, string, copper, wood, and
cord, 84 x 204 x 144 in. Courtesy of the Estate of Rosemary Mayer.
Despite the impact of Christian aesthetics on Mayer’s
artworks, Shekinah and Bat Kol serve as a rejection of the anthropomorphic, in
ways that continue, and break, from her previous sculptures. As opposed to the
draped fabric sculptures that were named for specific women,
Mayer’s Shekinah and Bat Kol resemble not as much a particular goddess or
deity but a numinous or sonic presence, an energy of the divine. In 1977, Mayer
wrote on a silver gelatin print featuring a reproduction of Bat Kol that these two
works “were titled […] to suggest, not ‘goddess,’ which implies a sharing in,
similarity to, humanity in form or psychology, but, in the case of the Shekinah,
possible female aspects of the invisible presence of deity, or universal female
energies, and, in the case of Bat Kol, an immaterial female angel whose only
presence is sound.” Mayer’s Shekinah can be seen as angelic, a messenger,
affiliated with a Kabbalistic notion of the shekhinah as an emanation of the divine
godhead.
In “Two Years,” Mayer describes Shekinah as “the invisible presence, among the
colors, the arches bows, the chain to catch her.” The form of Shekinah creates
an invisible presence through its spare and skeletal armature. It appears less as
a representation of Shekhinah and more as a space in which the Shekhinah can
be caught or reside. The draped garments that clothe a figure are now absent

because the figure itself is absent. Instead, the bows of Shekinah are tightly
wrapped in fabric, string, and ribbon in various colors. “Different hues,” Mayer
continues, “[of] the greens, lavenders, oranges of Galla Placidia, wrapped […] on
the bows of Shekinah, but absent from Bat Kol.” Mayer created Shekinah as a
formal and material transformation of earlier draped sculptures such as Galla
Placidia by exposing its wooden supports and extending its color palette.
The transparent, diaphanous nature of both Shekinah and Bat Kol suggests a
looking through at what is present, but not visible. In other words, the visible
makes present what is invisible. In her 1973 notebook, Mayer jotted down a
quote from A.E. Waite’s The Holy Kabbalah (1929), the only known secondary
source informing her understanding of shekhinah: “Alternatively, it was a cloud
that rose up to veil her [shekhinah’s] presence, and dissolved when she went
forth.” Interestingly, also in 1973, Mayer wrote an unpublished article about
Morris Louis’s Veil paintings, where he would pour and stain overlapping
translucent paint colors, not unrelated to a series of Veil sculptures Mayer
created between 1971 and 1972. In her article, Mayer understands material and
formal transparency in both painting and sculpture as something “that brings to
mind creatures and appearances from other realities or things not normally
visible.” She relates this back to religious paintings, invoking Grünewald yet
again: “While Grünewald’s work is obviously religious because of its subject
matter, the Veils are religious in a universal sense.” Translucence and
transparency allow for visualizations otherwise unavailable. The veils of fabrics
from earlier sculptures have been lifted in these two works — their
transparencies lie in the empty spaces between scaffolding and barely-there
cords.
At the corner of the photographic print of Bat Kol mentioned above, Mayer wrote
the words, “Beware of all definitions.” The indefinable is a useful way to view and
think about Mayer’s works, especially Shekinah and Bat Kol whose references to,
and forms of, divinity are multivalent, transparent, and immaterial. Their genders
are suggestive rather than sexed, created during a time when many feminist
artists were creating work that more explicitly imaged goddesses and women’s
bodies. Mayer built her sculptures in ways that do not allow their forms to be
fixed, even when they relate to a unique source of inspiration or reference.
Similarly, we might think of the terms shekhinah and bat kol as indefinable
according to their dual categories of divine and feminine, as not conforming to a
single representation or understanding. Mayer’s sculptures suggest that divinity
and femininity are not simply found in what we see, but what we might hear or
feel. What might be recognized only in the absence of forms — presences
created between forms, but not of them.
1. I will be using two spellings of this word throughout: Shekinah to refer to
Mayer’s sculpture, and shekhinah to refer to the notion more generally.
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Rosemary Mayer, Endless Work (version 1), 1972, colored pencil and graphite on paper, 11 × 8 1/2''.

BERLIN

Rosemary Mayer
CHERTLÜDDE
Ritterstrasse 2A
September 4–November 14, 2020
Between 1972 and 1973, Rosemary Mayer constructed a series of innovative cloth
sculptures dedicated to both forgotten and celebrated women of history. Hung, draped,
and suspended from the wall, the works took on increasingly ambitious designs,
incorporating cheesecloth and satin. Although abstract and nonrepresentational in their
composition and material facture, the sculptures were conceptualized to serve a
commemorative function. Hroswitha, 1973, named after the German medieval poet,
thrusts out from the wall as if it were a figurehead on the bow of a ship. Animated and
awakened, the abstracted figure is ferreted out from a latent state into something more

17/10/2020

Rosemary Mayer at ChertLüdde - Artforum International

material and sensual. Although its referent is obscure, the work was imagined to conjure,
paradoxically, an unembodied presence: “Presence caught in thin veils,” the artist wrote in
a published essay from 1977.
In preparation for an exhibition at the nonprofit A.I.R. Gallery in 1973, Mayer made a
series of sketches for what she called Endless Work. That project was never realized, but
the sculptural proposition lives on, provisionally, as a group of working drawings premised
on a radical idea—the sculpture could be transformed, adapted, and rearranged with each
additional piece of fabric. Mayer not only attempted to reimagine, through her title, the
conditions of sculptural work through the prism of social reproduction and care, but she
also alluded to the open, indeterminate act of reading—the ways in which the object
continues to be made in our minds, imaginatively, as we encounter it. These sketches
encourage us to define the latent possibilities of something otherwise known only through
fragmentary documents and archives.

— Andrew Witt

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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Article by William Kherbek // Sept. 18, 2020

The galleries are open. The usual suspects are milling about outside them on the pavements and in
the hofs. Berlin Gallery Weekend has arrived in the age of COVID-19 and, at ﬁrst glance, so many
things seem normal(ish), but as we mask up to enter the galleries, the sense of change becomes
more palpable. Small crowds, big rooms, it could almost be the ideal circumstances for viewing art,
but the unease ﬂares up again when someone attempts to enter or leave and other visitors clear a
path to the door. This is art viewing in the “New Normal”, which is anything but normal, as any
glance at almost any headline in the day’s newsfeed will attest: ‘Addressing Racial Inequalities in a
Pandemic’ (The Lancet). As I was scrolling through Instagram images of the galleries participating
in Gallery Weekend, I came across a comment on an unrelated, random post. It was a picture of a
reﬂection of a tree in a shop window: “Is that a window or a mirror?” someone had asked. It is a
question that could be asked about contemporary art itself in an age of crisis. Is art at its most
powerful when it holds a mirror up to our fractured century and reﬂects its widening, brutal
ﬁssures? Or does art serve its viewers best by oﬀering a window that can open to other possible
realities? Inevitably, the best exhibitions oﬀer elements of both aspects.

/

Rosemary Mayer: ‘Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric Sculptures and Drawings 1972-1973,’ 2020, installation view at ChertLüdde, Berlin // Photo by Andrea Rossetti, Courtesy of The
Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York

A number of solo shows also provided highlights this week, including a transporting show of
Bridget Riley’s works across the Max Hetzler spaces in Charlottenburg. At ChertLüdde the
exhibition ‘Rods Bent Into Bows’ features classic works from the 1970s by Rosemary Mayer.
Mayer’s fabric sculptures are entrancing, hanging in strange geometries along the gallery’s walls or
looming out into space on their titular bent rods: they are somehow both unassuming and
overwhelming. The exhibition also features a number of Mayer’s studies and drawings to provide
context for immersing oneself in an intensely fruitful period, in the life of an artist whose inﬂuence is
strongly but subtly felt today. Incidentally, Mayer’s exhibition makes a nice double feature with a
show of Helen Mirra’s fabric works at Galerie Nordenhake, near the other end of Ritterstrasse.
Another exhibition that has stayed with me from Gallery Weekend is carlier | gebauer’s show of
Jelena Bulajic work. Bulajic’s canvases are strongly dialogic, infused as they are with art historical
references including to Bernini, Wolfgang Tillmans and a massive reimagining of Francisco de
Zurbarán’s ‘Agnes Dei’ (1640). These appropriated images in mixed media paintings aren’t always
exactly enjoyable to look at, but somehow the works together transcend the sum of their parts,
fusing a reﬂection on the fragility of our present moment and the impulse to document and
memorialise it. Standing beside the enlarged eye of Zurbarán’s lamb, rendered in stark black and
white (not unlike a newspaper image), one can feel a variety of contemporary isolation that is
utterly bone-chilling (‘Animal Rights Activists Uncover Locations of Thousands of Factory Farms’,
The Intercept). To glance in the mirror may sometimes be shocking. Often, today, glancing out the
/
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Some Days in April, 1978 (from Temporary Monuments) installed at the property of Bruce Kurtz, Hartwick, New York, during the week of April 17th, 1978.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
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Some Days in April, 1978 (from Temporary Monuments) installed at the property of Bruce Kurtz, Hartwick, New York, during the week of April 17th, 1978.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
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“I feel like I’m having another adolescence. . . . The time of
cautious self-sufficient solitude is over,” wrote Rosemary
Mayer (1943–2014) in her journal in 1971. “What next? I’m
after more involvement with people, more art making—
but fewer certainties—faster change.”¹ In 1971, aged twenty-eight, the New York–based artist was on the precipice
of a creative transformation. In her Little Italy apartment she was experimenting with layered fabrics to produce delicate hybrids of painting and sculpture. A year
later, she would become one of the founding members
of A.I.R., New York’s first all-women cooperative gallery.
Mayer developed a unique feminist approach to lyrical
abstraction and public art that would flourish in the alternative-space heyday of the 1970s. Fifty years later, her
under-known work is having a resurgence.
Mayer came to maturity in a social scene where several artistic movements intersected: language poetry, conceptualism, performance art, installation, feminist art.
Informed but not limited by these tendencies, she forged
a singular path as an artist, writer, translator, and educator. She was born in Queens, New York, to a devout,
working-class Catholic family. When she and her younger sister Bernadette Mayer (now a well-known poet) were
teenagers, their parents died. At age nineteen, Rosemary
married the future performance artist Vito Acconci. In
1964, the young couple graduated from the University of
Iowa—she with an undergraduate degree in classics, he
with an MFA in writing. Returning to New York, they followed related pursuits: Mayer enrolled at the School of
Visual Arts, while Acconci and Bernadette Mayer edited
the art-and-poetry magazine 0 TO 9 from 1967 to 1969.
Rosemary occasionally contributed writing to the mimeographed publication. At SVA, she became close friends
with Adrian Piper, who recalled introducing herself to
Mayer in a drawing class. Although Mayer did not call
herself a conceptualist, Piper wrote, “I could not have developed my own work in that direction without having
absorbed her cool detachment and deep intellectual engagement in the artistic process.”²
By the end of the decade, Mayer and Acconci had
split. The beginning of the 1970s found her on the cusp
of breakthroughs both personal and professional. Excerpts
from the 1971 Journal of Rosemary Mayer (2020), a volume edited by her niece Marie Warsh (daughter of Bernadette), reveals the artist struggling with loneliness, self-doubt, and
debt. She documented her wide-ranging reading choices (Heraclitus, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Anaïs Nin), her joining of a women’s consciousness-raising group (along with
Piper and artist Donna Dennis), and rocky romantic life.
In 1972, she joined the women’s cooperative A.I.R. Gallery
as one of twenty founding members, alongside such artists as Judith Bernstein, Howardena Pindell, and Nancy
Spero. The members’ work, selected by a small committee, ranged in style and media; the cooperative structure
of the gallery illustrated A.I.R.’s feminist politics as well
as its dedication to various social issues. Mayer remained
a member until 1974.
Her breakout works, first shown in a 1973 solo exhibition at A.I.R., included a series of draped fabric sculptures titled after female historical figures. The accompanying press release listed her references matter-of-factly.
The Catherines (1973) was named for eminences of the past,
including Caterina Sforza, “who was a rival of Lorenzo
de Medici”; empresses Catherine I and II of Russia; and

the religious mystic Saint Catherine of Siena.³ The work
consisted of diaphanous swags of nylon, cheesecloth, and
rayon, arrayed over a teardrop-shaped armature, in shades from gold to plum. The two other sculptures on view,
Hroswitha (1972–73) and Galla Placidia (1973), paid respective homage to a tenth-century German Latin poetess and
a regent of the Western Roman Empire who ruled in her
son’s stead. Like The Catherines, they were fashioned from
colorful lengths of everyday fabrics, suspended from the
walls to evoke sails or underskirts.
Mayer learned to embroider, sew, and crochet as a
child. In 1971 she created works with fabric that surrendered to forces such as air currents, called Veils, applying
oozes of paint to nylon, voile and other cloths.. Her influences included Robert Morris, who marked the beginning of his Postminimalist period with felt installations,
and the Color Field painter Morris Louis, who stained
his canvases with pours of acrylic paint in his Veil series (1958–59). In an artist statement, she wrote, “The art
object should not be still, unmoving and independent of
its circumstances. Nothing is.”⁴ Mayer, too, made a series called Veils, applying oozes of paint to nylon, voile,
and other cloths. Some pieces had personal undertones.
Veils III (1971), sometimes called “the abortion,” followed
a pregnancy scare.
The works shown at A.I.R. took a further step toward
forging a connection between her abstract aesthetic and
her politicized involvement in the women’s movement.
But she rejected the idea that her sculptures had anything
to do with biological essentialism. She described her allusions to bygone women as “a deliberate feminist gesture to
connect these works to a large body of female experience,
but not to any particulars, especially not to sex.”⁵ The critic Lawrence Alloway concurred. He admired her sculptural evocation of “feminine presence” without reducing
her art objects to costume design or portraiture: “Mayer
has taken the Surrealist concept of the personnage and
invested it with renewed semantic power. The personnage was a totemic, ancestral, or regressive image manifested
in forms that relied on the human contour, but without
specifying details. . . . Thus the feminine figure is absent
as well as present, missing as well as given.”⁶
Mayer’s research into the ephemeral and spiritual
worlds deepened over the following years. She professed
a fascination with mysticism from a young age; her fabric
pieces imply the forms of veiled women, such as nuns, as
well as spectral traces. In an interview, she recalled a discussion in a female artists’ group about space: “The room
was divided between women who saw it as empty and were
terrified by the space and those on my side who thought
the space was full of presences. That thought connects to
my work, that those presences are everywhere.”⁷
Despite her interest in extrasensory phenomena,
Mayer did not deny sensuality in her work. Her vibrantly
colored drawings for her fabric pieces—which she used
as studies and also treated as stand-alone works—drew
early comparisons to Baroque art. In the mid-1970s, she
embarked on a major translation project connected to the
Early Modern Period. She learned old Italian to translate the diaries of Jacopo Pontormo, a sixteenth-century
Florentine Mannerist artist whose religious paintings
featured lush, billowing textiles. It took Mayer four years, from 1975 to 1979, to complete Pontormo’s Diary. The
book interspersed her own words with those of the painter, who recorded his health struggles as he worked on his

final, incomplete Last Judgment commission for the San
Lorenzo Basilica. “I attempt to connect his time and my
own as two periods that follow times of consensus, periods in which art has to proceed from particular experience. . . . Periods of exhaustion, withdrawal, desperation,” Mayer wrote.⁸ Her diary precipitated a pivot in her
writing, too. In 1976, she stopped penning criticism—which she had done on a freelance basis for several years—to
focus on personal material and essays.While Mayer was
immersed in Pontormo’s writing, she was simultaneously
developing a new visual language for a series of public art
projects. She called these works, which combined the registers of celebration and memorial, “temporary monuments.”⁹ She admired the rituals, parades, and pageants of
eras such as the Baroque—in particular, the way the role
of the artist-as-designer was integrated into civic life. Part
of her inspiration for this series also derived from her close friendship with the artist Ree Morton; the two shared
an affinity for overtly feminine imagery, medieval heraldry, and the aesthetics of everyday festivities like birthday
parties.¹⁰ In 1975, Morton received a Creative Arts Public
Service (CAPS) grant for Something in the Wind, a project at
New York’s South Street Seaport. She suspended a hundred hand-sewn flags—each dedicated to a friend, including one for Mayer—from a docked ship. In 1977, Mayer
conceived the installation Spell to celebrate the reopening
of the Jamaica, Queens, farmers’ market, with the support
of her own CAPS grant. Evoking springtime festivals, she
tied together a group of large balloons, ribbons, and orange fabric that she intended to float in the air. Inclement
conditions caused the sculpture to fall apart. But this failure of sculptural engineering spurred Mayer to examine
her own family’s history and to reconsider expressions of
loss and remembrance.
She sited her next—and most personal—outdoor
sculpture, Some Days in April (1978), at a private residence
in upstate New York. For this piece, Mayer tied seven large
balloons to posts in a field. Each balloon commemorated
someone who had died in April—including both of her deceased parents, whose birthdays were in April, and Morton,
who died in a car accident in April 1977. Mayer wrote a deceased person’s name, the name of a star and flower associated with the spring season, and a number on each individual
inflatable. Balloon for a Birthday (1978), her final installation
of this type, was tethered to a friend’s Manhattan rooftop.
Mayer tried to elicit audience participation by distributing
flyers on the sidewalk below calling attention to the roof,
though the work could only be fully experienced from a
bird’s-eye (or private resident’s) perspective.
For her next public intervention, she chose a prominent location—and a substance almost as evanescent as
helium. At the Lenox, Massachusetts, library, she crafted
Snow People (1979), a series of slowly melting snow sculptures dedicated to anonymous individuals from the town’s
past. One of Mayer’s final temporary monuments, Moon
Tent (1982), compressed the duration of her work to a single night. On October 2, 1982, the artist wrapped a pavilion on the top of art historian Robert Hobbs’s residence
in glassine paper and invited friends to revel from dusk to
dawn. The event channeled her longtime studies of astrology and ancient rituals, while also foreshadowing future generations of socially engaged art practices that embraced actions like dinners and processions.¹¹
Simultaneously with her work outdoors, Mayer
constructed a series of Ghost sculptures that conjured the
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transience of anonymous “presences” she sensed in empty
spaces. Atop spindly bases of wood coated with metallic
paint, she arrayed swirls of lightweight paper and bits of
pale fabric. She made these objects throughout the 1980s,
often thanks to the support of artist residencies at small
university galleries. The first Ghost appeared on the occasion of Times Square Show, an ad-hoc exhibition in June
1980 organized in New York by the young artist collectives Colab and Fashion Moda. The show was held in a former massage parlor—a typical location in the then-seedy
district—and featured works by more than a hundred artists, including rising stars Jean-Michel Basquiat, Jenny
Holzer, and Kenny Scharf. Mayer installed a Ghost in the
basement along with a painted flag of women’s first names,
purportedly to remind viewers of the nameless, long-dead
prostitutes who worked in the building. But her poetic,
process-oriented work jarred with the rest of the show,
which ushered in the styles of punk, graffiti art, and agitprop. In a column devoted to Mayer’s work later that
year, Lawrence Alloway remarked that, “though present,
she did not look at home” in the show.¹²
Alloway, who had championed Mayer’s work for
years, frankly acknowledged the problems of artists like
her as a new decade, and a hyper-inflated commercial art
market, dawned. “She typifies a largely undiscussed problem of today’s crowded art world,” he wrote. “Her situation is that of an artist in her 30s with a solid record
of work, but without a gallery at which it can be consulted.”¹³ With grants drying up for alternative spaces and
individual artists, and no income from sales, Mayer took
a full-time job in the early 1980s at an advertising agency. She continued to make work in various mediums, such
as a group of sculptures that reference Greek amphorae.
In the 1990s and 2000s, she devoted more of her energy
to teaching art—a calling that reignited a love of graphic
narrative and illustration in her later years. Never again,
though, would she work with the rigor and support that
she had in the 1970s, buoyed by the feminist movement
and the art world’s Postminimal enthusiasm for process
art. Her preoccupation with the fleeting, the spirit world, was darkly ironic as her own presence seemed to vanish from the art world’s memory.
In 2016, two years after her death, Mayer was the
subject of her first solo show since 1985. Presented at
Brooklyn’s Southfirst Gallery, the exhibition presented her
writings, drawings, and early fabric sculptures. Mayer’s
fêted rediscovery, timed with the uptick of enthusiasm
for second wave feminist art, was co-organized by art historian Maika Pollack in collaboration with Mayer’s niece and nephew, Marie and Max Warsh. As directors of her
Estate, they also planned intimate studio tours and slideshows of her photographs documenting pieces long lost.
Mayer’s reputation has since grown, and in 2020, her
work received its European debut. At Kunsthalle Basel last
winter, artist-curator Nick Mauss selected two of Mayer’s
1970s works, and collaborated with her Estate on “reenactments” of Ghosts, for a transgenerational exhibition titled
Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts. Because
no extant Ghost sculptures survive, the Estate constructed
them anew in consultation with Mauss, titling them with
the month of their debut (February) and constellations on
view in the European sky that winter. Due to COVID-19,
the entire exhibition shuttered just weeks after its vernissage, leaving curious viewers only with documentation of
Mayer’s fluttering pieces on the museum’s website. The
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show reopened in September, timed coincidentally with
ChertLüdde’s solo presentation of Mayer’s 1970s works
during Berlin Art Week. Looking ahead, in autumn 2021,
the Swiss Institute will present her first solo institutional
exhibition in New York in decades.
It seems fitting that Mayer’s work, which honored
life’s impermanence and glorified ceremonial gatherings, is attracting a new audience in the moments around a
global pandemic. Her legacy, too, is an instructive example of how cooperative, alternative spaces have nourished
intellectually adventurous art. Across her fields of endeavor, Mayer’s efforts are impossible to categorize in just
a few words. Yet her practice exemplifies a feminist ideology of interconnectedness—emphasizing that history
always informs the present, that form is fused with content, and that artists thrive or falter in tandem with the
politics of their supporting structures.

ROSEMARY MAYER (1943–2014) was a significant figure
in the New York art scene from the late 1960s through the
1980s. A prolific artist and writer, and active participant in
feminist artistic discourses, Mayer was intimately involved with a close-knit network of fellow artists, scholars,
and gallerists. In 1972 she was a cofounder of A.I.R. Gallery, New York, the first nonprofit, artist-directed gallery
for women artists in the United States. While she was alive, Mayer exhibited at numerous alternative art spaces in
New York, including The Clocktower, SculptureCenter,
and Franklin Furnace, as well as several university galleries. In 2016, Southfirst, Brooklyn, held a major exhibition
of her work, igniting renewed interest. In 2017 the Museum of Modern Art, New York, acquired some of Mayer’s
drawings and artist’s books from the 1970s. Her work was
part of the exhibition Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and
Narrative Facts, etc., curated by Nick Mauss at Kunsthalle
Basel, Switzerland, in 2020. A solo presentation of her
work is on currently view at ChertLüdde, Berlin, on the
occasion of the Berlin Art Week (on view through the end
of October). The Swiss Institute, New York, will present a
solo exhibition in 2021.
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Rosemary Mayer in her studio in New York, ca. 1975. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
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Cloth Wall Piece, 1968. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. The work no longer exists
Untitled, 1968. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. The work no longer exists
Veils II, 1971. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Ghosts, 1981, installation views at the Times Square Show, New York, 1981. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Balloon for a birthday, 1978 (from Temporary Monuments) installed above the rooftop of 461 Park Avenue, New York, November 7, 1978.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Moon Tent, 1982, installed for the duration of the full moon, October 2–3 1982, 6:45 pm to 5:27 am, Roof of the house of Robert
Hobbs, Lansing, New York. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Hroswitha, 1973. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Rosemary Mayer with Hroswitha at A.I.R gallery, New York, 1973. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Amphora, 1984. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Bent Rods, 1972. Courtesy: ChertLüdde, Berlin and The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Trevor Lloyd
Abracadabra Sailboat, 1972. Courtesy: ChertLüdde, Berlin and The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Trevor Lloyd
Hypsipyle, 1973, Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc. An exhibition by Nick Mauss, installation view at Kunsthalle Basel,
2020. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Philipp Hänger
Galla Placidia, 1973, Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc. An exhibition by Nick Mauss, installation view at Kunsthalle
Basel, 2020. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Philipp Hänger
Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric Sculptures and Drawings 1972-1973 installation views at at ChertLüdde, Berlin, 2020.
Courtesy: ChertLüdde, Berlin and The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Andrea Rossetti
Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric Sculptures and Drawings 1972-1973 installation views at at ChertLüdde, Berlin, 2020.
Courtesy: ChertLüdde, Berlin and The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Andrea Rossetti
Balancing, 1972, Rods Bent Into Bows – Fabric Sculptures and Drawings 1972-1973 installation view at at ChertLüdde, Berlin, 2020.
Courtesy: ChertLüdde, Berlin and The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York. Photo: Andrea Rossetti
Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc. An exhibition by Nick Mauss, installation view at Kunsthalle Basel, 2020.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York, Photo: Philipp Hänger
Rosemary Mayer: Conceptual Works & Early Fabric Sculptures, 1969-1973 installation views at Southfirst Gallery, New York, 2016.
Curated by Marie Warsh, Max Warsh, and Maika Pollack. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
Balloon for a birthday, 1978 (from Temporary Monuments) installed above the rooftop of 461 Park Avenue, New York, November 7, 1978.
Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
A.I.R. Gallery invitation card, 1973. Courtesy: The Estate of Rosemary Mayer, New York
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2020
2019

Rods Bent Into Bows: Fabric Sculptures and Drawings 1972-1973
* Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc.

2017

Beware of All Definitions

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016

* Ancient Art Objects
* Elaine, Let’s Get the Hell Out of Here
* Dialogues in Drawing
* Works on Paper: 1813-2016
* Fantastic Architecture: Vostell, Fluxus, and The Built Environment
Conceptual Works and Early Fabric Sculptures, 1969-1973

2016
2016
2015

* Whatever Moves Between Us Also Moves the World in General
* On Empathy
* Acciones En La Calle: Street Works in New York and Latin America circa 1970

2015
2012
2011
2011
2010

* Static Cling 2
* Yesterday Amphoric
* Groundbreaking: The Women of the Sylvia Sleigh Collection
* Permanent Collection
Gilgamesh

2008
2008
2008
2006
2005

* The History Show
* A.I.R. Gallery Retrospective
* Art Faculty Exhibition
Beowulf Reproduced
Illustrations for Beowulf

1997
1994
1993

* Material Girls
* Lure of the Local

1989

* American Women Artists: The 20th Century

1989
1988
1987
1986
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982

* 89 for 89
* Eight Artists
* New Romantics
* Sculptural Membrane
* Paper Now

1982
1982
1982
1982
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1980

ChertLüdde, Berlin
Kunsthalle Basel

17

18

* Drawing
* The White Wall Papers

* Designs for Productions
* Views by Women Artists
* Artists’ Books
* Words as Images
* Times Square Show
* Dialogues

1980
1980
1980
1980
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* Poets’ Painters
* Poets’ Painters
* Poets’ Painters

Nothing Independent of Its Circumstances

1979
1979

* Drawings

1978
1978
1978

Roof installation

55 Mercer Street Gallery and 461 Park Avenue
South Gallery, New York
Ackland Art Museum, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill
State University of New York, Stony Brook
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
461 Park Avenue South, New York

19

Lamar Dodd School of Art, University of Georgia,
Athens
Whitespace Gallery, Atlanta
Nichelle Beauchene Gallery, New York
Jenkins Johnson Gallery, San Francisco
Mitchell Algus Gallery, New York
Neubauer Collegium for Culture and Society, Chicago
SOUTHFIRST, Brooklyn, New York

Murray Guy, New York
Bridget Donahue, New York
Amelie A. Wallace Gallery, SUNY Old Westbury,
Long Island, New York
Brooklyn Academy of Music, New York
Regina Rex, Queens, New York
Rowan University Art Gallery, Glassboro
NURTURart, Brooklyn, New York
Main Lobby Showcase Gallery, LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, New York
A.I.R. Gallery, Brooklyn, New York
Werkstatte Gallery, New York
LaGuardia Community College, L.I.C., New York
Bowery Poetry Club, New York
Resnick Gallery, Brooklyn Campus, Long Island
University, New York
128 Gallery, New York
University of Colorado Fine Art Galleries, Boulder
Long Island University, Salena Gallery, Brooklyn,
New York
Knoxville Museum of Art and Queens Community
College, New York
G. W. Einstein, New York
128 Gallery, New York
Union Square Gallery, New York
SculptureCenter, New York
Cleveland Museum of Art
Pam Adler Gallery, New York
Forum Gallery, New York
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb
Interart Gallery, The Women’s Interart Center,
Inc., New York
The Hobbs House, Lansing
A & M Artworks, New York
Soho Baroque Opera Company, New York
Surrogates Courts, New York
Minneapolis College of Art and Design, Minneapolis
Metronom, Barcelona
Renaissance Society, University of Chicago
Arnot Art Museum, Elmira
New York
Just Above Midtown Gallery, New York
The Art Gallery, Malott Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca
Interart Gallery, the Women’s Interart Center, Inc.,
New York
Denver Art Museum
Atkins Museum of Fine Arts, Kansas City
La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art

76

1978
1978

Outdoor installation

1978
1978
1978
1977
1977
1977

* Overview
* Artworks/Bookworks
* Fabric Pieces from the Sixties
Outdoor installation
* Six Women Artists

1977
1977

* Space/Matter ’77
* Paper

1976
1975
1975
1975

* Group Indiscriminate
* Six Women

1975
1974
1974
1974

* Five Americans
* Discussion-Words/Works
* New Talent Festival
* Tight and Loose

1973
1973

* Women Choose Women and Soft as Art

1973
1973
1973

* Materials II

* Options

Hartwick, New York
Organization of Independent Artists, ArteFiera,
Bologna
MoMA PS1, Long Island City, New York
Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art
Beucker & Harpsichords, New York
Jamaica Farmer’s Market, New York
Rutgers University Art Gallery, New Brunswick
School of Visual Arts Alumni, Hundred Acres Gallery, New York
Intercart Gallery, New York
Rockefeller Arts Center, State University of New
York at Fredonia
Monique Knowlton Gallery, New York
Whitney Museum of Art Resources Center, New York
112 Green Street Gallery, New York
William Patterson College, Wayne

20

Galerie Gerald Piltzer, Paris
The Clocktower, New York
Forum Gallery, New York
University Art Gallery, State University of New
York, Albany
A. I. R. Gallery, New York
New York Cultural Center

Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati
A.I.R. Gallery, New York
Massachusetts College of Art, Boston

* Group exhibitions
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2. Though, one could argue Mayer synthesizes a different combination of
folded materials with more exposed wooden structures in later works such
as Ista and Portae.
3. Bat Kol as an original sculpture no longer exists. Shekinah remains, yet it
has not been installed or exhibited since 1978.
4. For books currently in print on Mayer’s works, see Warsh, Marie
(ed.) Temporary Monuments: Works by Rosemary Mayer, 1977-1982.
Chicago, Soberscove Press. And Warsh, Marie (ed.) Excerpts from the 1971
Journal of Rosemary Mayer. Chicago, Soberscove Press.
5. See Luke Devine, “How Shekhinah Became the God(dess) of Jewish
Feminism”, pp. 78-83.

Noam Parness is an Assistant Curator at the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Art.
Recent collaborative curatorial projects include Haptic Tactics (2018, cocurated with Risa Puleo and Daniel J Sander), Arch (2019, co-curated with
Daniel J Sander), and Uncanny Effects: Robert Giard’s Currents of
Connection (2020, co-curated with Ariel Goldberg) among others. They are
co-editor of the publication Queer Holdings (Hirmer Publishers, 2019).
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Nick Mauss "Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc." Kunsthalle Basel | | Flash Art

SHOP
330 APRIL-MAY 2020, REVIEWS

23 April 2020, 1:00 pm CET

Nick Mauss “Bizarre Silks, Private
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Nick Mauss, “Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc.”. Installation view at Kunsthalle Basel, 2020. Photogr
Courtesy of Kunsthalle Basel.

Nick Mauss, “Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc.”. Installation view at Kunsthalle Basel, 2020. Photogr
Courtesy of Kunsthalle Basel.

This show, conceived by Nick Mauss, opens — coherently — upon a threshold. A
succession of flats commences, the first being a video that documents a Ray
Johnson artist book. This is followed by Mauss’s freestanding screen Transcript
(2020) and Bea Schlingelhoff’s typeface dedicated to Swiss activist Anne-Marie
Piguet. This entryway paratextually anticipates the blossoming of Rosemary
Mayer’s vaporous textile volumes, vestiges of feminine political hegemonies
balanced against the typographical rigor of Ketty La Rocca. Mayer’s titles, Galla
Placidia and Hypsipyle, introduce a subtle byzantine allure that gradually
insinuates itself throughout the show, including a disciplined conceptual labyrinth
vividly manifested in the final room. Here, the environmental conundrum of
Nick Mauss "Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, etc." Kunsthalle Basel | | Flash Art
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Mauss’s Thresholds rearticulate the space into an imaginary unfolding of rooms.
The space is inhabited by, among the other presences, Mayers’s fluctuant
“visitations,” Anton Perich’s filmic relic of Victor Hugo Rojas’s iconoclast
performance, and a shielded flânerie by Ken Okiishi. In the precisely orchestrated
mise-en-scène some symbolic dispersion is planned and prepared. It crystallizes
in Edward Owens filmic encrustations that scale his mother’s portrait; in Georgia
Sagri’s bleeding open wounds that rip open institutional limbo; in seventeenthcentury “bizarre silks” that transport rootless decorations inflicted in their weft;
and is reversed in Megan Francis Sullivan’s pictorial quotes. Robert Morris’s
atomic linen, a textile dystopia, contributes to a “what remains” post-historical
system in which elements gravitate and invisible forces allow the works to fully
exist.
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“Bizarre Silks, Private
Imaginings and Narrative
Facts, etc.”
KUNSTHALLE BASEL
Steinenberg 7
February 7–September 20, 2020
Nick Mauss’s keen understanding of
scenography—through which he’s often
mapped interdisciplinary transmissions
between drawing, architecture, artifacts,
genealogies, and viewers—is here worked into
a mise-en-scène featuring an eclectic array of
works by eighteen artists. A substrate of
Mauss’s curatorial staging lies in the eccentric
grammar of the titular “bizarre silks,” from
the Fondazione Antonio Ratti in Como, Italy.
View of “Nick Mauss: Bizarre Silks, Private Imaginings
and Narrative Facts, etc.,” 2020.

The eighteenth-century European silk brocades
begin to trace an idea of dressing or bodily

presence onto the gallery, one that is achingly reinforced by Georgia Sagri’s oversize vinyl
sticker works Deep Cut, Open Wound, and Fresh Bruise (all 2018). A quieter presence, Edward
Owens’s lavish silent film Private Imaginings and Narrative Facts, 1968–70, plunges one into
the delicate pulses of superimposed, interpenetrating images of his mother’s regal selffashioning in a wicker chair and far-off, modernist decadences.
Rejecting genealogical cohesion, Mauss’s placements favor a gradually unfolding, perforated
experience. Channeled by his painted mise-en-abyme Thresholds, 2020, the exhibition invites a
fluid interplay between signs, lineages, and textures: between Rosemary Mayer’s ambitiously
reenacted cellophane Ghosts, 1981, and Victor Hugo Rojas’s cheeky sacrification of a Warhol
painting in Anton Perich’s 1978 film Victor Hugo Rojas; or between Megan Francis Sullivan’s
color-flipped paintings of Cézanne’s bathers, The Bathers (Inverted), 2015–17, and Gretchen
Bender’s disquieting multichannel video work TV Text and Image (PEOPLE WITH AIDS),
1986–93.
Mauss describes his method as one of radical juxtaposition. Here, it acts less as a fissure than
a carefully staged succession of momentary encounters with different artistic sensibilities—
much like the fabric of accelerated social life, where individual streams of desire and chatter
gesture past one another.

— Kathrin Bentele
SHARE
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Monuments Not Meant to Last
This new book, Temporary Monuments , includes the range of
documentation that de nes Mayer’s ephemeral works:
photographs, sketches and drawings, writings by Mayer, and a
scholarly essay.

Between 1977 and 1982, the artist Rosemary
Mayer, who died in 2014, developed a group of
works that went beyond the fabric sculptures
she had made earlier in the 1970s. These new
works were site-specific installations: they
relied on ephemerality, temporariness, and
audience engagement; they made the private
and ordinary equal to the public and historical.
Mayer dubbed them her “temporary
monuments.”Grouped into three series of
balloons, people, and tents, they are documented in Temporary Monuments: Work
by Rosemary Mayer, 1977-1982 (Soberscove Press, 2018). Edited by Mayer’s niece
and nephew, Marie and Max Warsh, the book includes the range of documentation
that now defines these ephemeral works: photographs, sketches and drawings,
writings by Mayer, reproductions of artists’ books pages and flyers, and a scholarly
essay by art historian Gillian Sneed.
“Some Days in April” (1978) is one of the balloon works Mayer used in part to
memorialize both her parents and her friend, artist Ree Morton, who had been
born and died in the month of April respectively. In a cold, early-spring field in
Hartwick, New York, she tethered to the ground large balloons decorated with the
https://hyperallergic.com/464226/monuments-not-meant-to-last/
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name of a springtime star and flower — the number representing the date the
dedicatee was born or died, as well as other names she associated with that person
(for Morton, for example, Mayer chose Helen and Catherine, two names with
historical and mythological resonance). For “Snow People” (1979), Mayer sculpted
the forms of 19th-century men and women in snow in an open lot in Lenox,
Massachusetts. She labeled each snow person (destined to melt) with a plural
name (Ediths, Carolines, Daniels) to memorialize the historically anonymous
town inhabitants lost to time’s official record. She later made a small-scale replica
of the “Snow People” in paraffin wax; these “Wax People” (1979 – 80) would melt
at a higher temperature.
Sneed’s essay focuses the scholarship of this
volume on the hybrid, innovative quality of
Mayer’s temporary monuments and tells an
important part of the story of these works — a
feminist story with particular resonance in
2018. A founding 1972 member of A.I.R., the
first all-female artist cooperative gallery,
Mayer had spent much of the ‘70s creating lush
fabric sculptures that sometimes memorialized
overlooked women in history, as in “The
Catherines” (1973). In May 1980, as Sneed
reports in her essay’s opening, Mayer had
critiqued the overbearing monumental steel
sculpture of Richard Serra in her journals,
declaring that “all men are into power” and
ruminating over her refusal to participate in
the unjust inequality of power that marked this
art system. Public art, as Mayer noted at the
end of her journal passage, would be one of the necessary domains for confronting
this inequality.
Mayer’s term “temporary monuments” was, as
Sneed notes, an attempt at creating a new
vocabulary for a style of art making that did
not yet have a name — a mix of public art,
memorialization, site-specificity, and audience
participation. Mayer imbued these installations
with a quiet but colorful pageantry, inspired by
https://hyperallergic.com/464226/monuments-not-meant-to-last/
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Renaissance and Baroque art history and a
personalized poetic sensibility marked by her
personal and family relationships and respect
for the mundane stories that make up everyday life. Throughout her life and
career, Mayer drew particular inspiration from the mannerist painter Jacopo
Pontormo, in particular the voluminous, billowing drapery and fabrics depicted in
his paintings. She also appreciated his personal diaries that inventoried such
detailed everyday lists as the foods and quantities he ate. For Sneed, Mayer’s work
presaged trends of social engagement and participatory art in the 1990s and 2000s
— as in the example of Thomas Hirschhorn’s monuments to philosophers that
become community platforms in the low-income neighborhoods in which they are
built — while also belonging to a wider historical narrative of the influence of
1970s feminist art on today’s socially engaged, participatory ways of making art.

Mayer lines her texts like the ones for “Snow People” (originally published in
Whitewalls, a journal of artists’ writings that ran from 1978 – 2002) and “Some
Days in April” (originally included in an artist’s book for the project) with an
associative logic that brings a mythological breadth of theme and feeling down to
the size of everyday life. Reflecting on the experience of her last installation
“Moon Tent” (1982), Mayer writes in her essay on the project (also published in
WhiteWalls) that “what you see depends on the way you think.” For the
installation, Mayer decorated an open-air pavilion on top of the home of art
https://hyperallergic.com/464226/monuments-not-meant-to-last/
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historian Robert Hobbs in Lansing, New York with glassine paper swaddling the
pavilion’s columns and beams. Mayer then convened a party in the pavilion during
the hours of the October 2 – 3 full moon. The work was a monument to this
moment of fleeting celebration and togetherness by an artist who throughout her
life threw dinner parties at her Tribeca loft that elicited collaborative work on a
series of artists’ books. The ephemeral experience of “Moon Tent” prompted
Mayer to return to the theme of ghostliness that she had explored in previous
writings and installations like her “Ghosts” series (1981). “No one has ever seen a
ghost,” she writes. Her observation reads at first as matter of fact but suggests
that this is not because ghosts don’t exist but because their presence is fleeting.
Mayer goes on to make the connection between these ghosts and her earlier fabric
sculptures explicit. “They live,” she tells us, “in the fall of a sleeve or skirt, the
shapes in a coat laid over a chair.” The challenge, we are left to infer, is to catch
the ghost in that moment — in that way of thinking and seeing in order to
appreciate this paradoxical kind of monument.
Mayer’s art making thrived, as Sneed recounts,
in the geniality she found in the pre-marketdriven art world of the 1970s. Her fabric
sculptures embraced sensuous materiality in a
moment of conceptual dematerialization, and
her temporary monuments extended this focus
on materials into the social realm. As in “Moon
Tent,” her installations often included
elements that we today assign to socially
engaged work — for example, the festive atmosphere of her first temporary
monument “Spell” (1977), created to celebrate the reopening of a farmer’s market
in Jamaica, Queens.
Mayer’s temporary monuments draw forth the power of publicly memorializing
our personal ties to people and places and the happenings of everyday life. Though
Mayer’s style of art making and eschewal of gallery representation did not survive
the rising force of the art market throughout the 1980s, her ephemeral, poetic
monuments still offer a constructive critique. In today’s debates over the
dismantling of historical monuments to racist and misogynist historical
personages and oppressive power structures, Mayer’s temporary monuments
show us one way to come together and conjure our own personal ghosts as an
alternative historical pantheon to memorialize.
8/24/2020

Monuments Not Meant to Last

Temporary Monuments: Work by Rosemary Mayer, 1977-1982 was published by
Soberscove Press in September 2018.
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Rosemary Mayer: The Catherines, 1972–73, wood, fabric, and dye, 10 by 6 by 4 feet; at Southﬁrst.

This exhibition of works that Rosemary Mayer made between 1969 and 1973—a period during
which she and nineteen other women artists founded the cooperative A.I.R. Gallery, and a broadly
fertile time for the New York art scene of which she was a part—demonstrated how she gracefully
negotiated between Conceptualism and gauzy materiality, between structure and the ephemeral. It
showed the artist, who died in 2014, experimenting in a handful of mediums, starting with text
pieces and drawings and building up to arresting fabric-and-wood sculptures.
The presentation began with displays of paper-based work, including editions from 1967 and ’68 of
0 to 9, a mimeograph-printed magazine edited by Mayer’s then-husband, Vito Acconci, and her
sister, Bernadette Mayer, to which she contributed formally spare drawings. Also shown here were
her text works from the same time, many of them simple exploratory pieces that respond to rules or
systems: idiosyncratic ways of counting, additive modes of building a sketch over the course of
multiple pages. Such works most clearly echo the Conceptual practices of Mayer’s peers, but also
are rooted in space, whether through Mayer’s concrete poetry–style attention to the page’s form or
through her direct textual references to her urban surroundings.
https://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/aia-reviews/rosemary-mayer-62322/
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Following this selection of various black-and-white works, the show took on color. A number of
studies in colored pencil on paper—most 8½ by 11 inches—sketch out the fabric sculptures she
would go on to produce. These annotated pieces function both as maps to their three-dimensional
corollaries and as stand-alone works. Mayer—who was also a writer and a diarist (alongside the
show, the gallery published a collection of her journals from the same span of time as the works on
view)—lodged ideas in materials in strange, brainy, and loving ways, and her illustrations animate
these processes, sometimes while providing dry commentary. In one, an arrow points to a depiction
of a form consisting of four sections of cloth (blue, yellow, purple, and red) draped within a square
frame. “Too much a painting,” Mayer observes.
While the drawings have a strong material presence, Mayer’s reliance on the written word launches
them beyond pure formalism. One illustration, depicting two of the wood-and-string bow shapes
that often form the skeletons of Mayer’s sculptures, offers handwritten instructions that resemble an
off-the-cuff poem:
BENT RODS
how to bend them
wrap them in wet stuff
make a bow

Although the act of diagramming quietly centered the exhibition, the small selection of Mayer’s
fabric sculptures still felt like a culmination. Lady of the Mercians (1973) balances semicircles of
ruched, transparent loose weaves in rust and gold on thin wooden bows affixed to two dowels.
Suspended near the wall, it resembled at once an ethereal organism and, with its reliance on wire
and hooks to stay afloat, a makeshift construction. The Catherines (1972–73) was the most
ambitious work on view. A pole nearly the height of the gallery’s ceiling supports a network of
wooden bows draped in fabrics in various fleshy tones. The airy cloth was sewn using dressmaking
techniques, giving the construction an eerie bodily feel. The Catherines is meant to evoke a wideranging lineup of great women named Catherine: Catherine the Great, Catherine of Sienna,
Catherine of Aragon, and so on. Mayer’s uncanny and lush sense of material is undergirded by the
complex figurations of women’s history, which appear in her sculptures as patterns, stitches, bent
wood, and dressmaking forms. Her sort of abstract works seem to take pleasure in structure—
whether the laws of gravity, the rules of language, or the narratives of history—openly blooming out
from what governed their creation.

https://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/aia-reviews/rosemary-mayer-62322/
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Conceptualism complements abstraction in this delightful show of early work by
the Queens-born artist, who died in 2014. In the eight-page-long “Proposed Street Work,”
from 1969, Mayer imagines redirecting the mail sent to one city block to the opposite
side of the street via a meticulous scheme involving change-of-address cards. Hand-dyed
fabric sculptures look completely intuitive, but, in fact, they are carefully planned, as
revealed in the artist’s delicate colored-pencil drawings. Influenced by the emerging
women’s movement of the early seventies, Mayer was a kind of a rogue seamstress,
crafting her enchanting postminimalist works from hoops, gathers, and swaths of rich
color. “The Catherines,” from 1972-73, a billowy purple-brown cocoon, resembles a
parachute frozen in action or a giant bud about to blossom.

NEW YORKER, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28 2016

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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ART IN REVIEW

Rosemary Mayer

Southfirst
6 North Sixth Street
Williamsburg, Brooklyn
Through Dec. 11
Rosemary Mayer (1943-2014) was
at the center of several developments in the
New York art world of the late 1960s and
early ’70s. She and her husband, Vito
Acconci, were involved with concrete poetry
and process art, and she worked on the
production of the magazine 0 to 9 in the late
’60s, which was published by her sister and
Mr. Acconci. Ms. Mayer wrote exhibition
reviews for Arts magazine and was a
founding member of A.I.R. Gallery, the
country’s first artist-run cooperative gallery
for women. It was there in 1973 that she had
a show with Judith Bernstein.
Evidence of many of these activities is on
view in the compact but excellent show
“Conceptual Works & Early Fabric
Sculptures, 1969-1973,” at Southfirst.
Works on paper, including words typed into
serial, repetitive patterns, are arranged in
display cases. One piece from 1969 includes
colored-pencil markings on graph paper,
accompanied by deadpan descriptions of the
colors in each column.

Rosemary Mayer, The Catherines, 1972-73,
fabric, wood, dye, 120 x 72 x 48”.

The most exciting and captivating works are
two dyed-fabric sculptures mounted on
wooden supports. “Lady of the Mercians”
(1973) is made of handkerchief-size pieces
of fabric suspended from a small armature,
while “The Catherines” (1972-73), dyed a
deep brown-red, blooms from the wall.
These works represent Ms. Mayer’s
response to painting, deconstructing and
exploding the rectilinear canvas and using
fabric for dynamic and organic ends. (The
large work looks unmistakably vaginal.)
Several drawings for other fabric works
offer a glimpse of her larger oeuvre — much
of which was ephemeral or lost to history.
Yet, what if Ms. Mayer’s works on paper
were treated like Sol LeWitt’s drawings, as
schematics — like music scores — for
larger works that anyone (authorized to do
so) could execute? It might mean a gallery
filled with billowing fabric and color,
exuberantly activating a room and altering
even further our concept of what painting
and sculpture could be.

MARTHA SCHWENDENER

ARTFORUM INTERNATIONAL
OCTOBER 2016

Chloe Wyma

Rosemary Mayer, The Catherines,
1972–73, fabric, wood, dye,
120 x 72 x 48”.

Between 1969 and 1973, Rosemary Mayer’s art underwent a dramatic transition. Abetted by the arrival of
feminism, its investment in the body and the recuperation of craft, the laconic beauty of her early text-based
works effloresced into the voluptuous fabric sculptures for which she is best remembered. Curated by art
historian Maika Pollack, the gallery’s founder, with Marie and Max Warsh—Mayer’s niece and nephew—this
exhibition tells the story of this sea change while also shining a light on a significant yet under-recognized figure
in feminist and post-Minimalist art.
During the late sixties, Mayer (who passed away in 2014) contributed to 0 TO 9, a mimeographed journal of
Conceptual art and poetry, with her sister, the poet Bernadette Mayer, and her then husband, Vito Acconci.
Several works on paper from this period traffic between image and text. In Untitled [12 columns], ca. 1969,
compositions of colored squares drawn on graph paper are paired with black-and-white typewritten pages
detailing those same patterns in words.
Semiotic games give way to atmospheric affect in The Catherines, 1972–73, a gauzy matrix of peach and
purple veils draped on a teardrop-shaped wooden support. Created the year Mayer cofounded the all-female
cooperative gallery A.I.R., the work is titled in honor of notable women from European history: the warrior
countess Caterina Sforza, the empress Catherine the Great, the mystic Catherine of Siena. Openly feminist and
unapologetically ornamental, its flesh-colored swags of various transparent fabrics make sartorial and genital
insinuations. More subtly, The Catherines also suggests the ethereal forms of Mannerist painting, to which—
as Marie Warsh and Gillian Sneed have noted—Mayer likened the art of the 1970s after the dissolution of
Minimalism’s spatial certainties. “Once surfaces were clear, ordered and opaque, surfaces that quickly answer
questions,” she wrote in the introduction to her 1975 translation of Jacopo da Pontormo’s diary, “then forms
dissolved, colors paled, began to float in uncertain atmospheres.”
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ROSEMARY MAYER
ROSEMARY MAYER’S EXHIBITION at the A.I.R. Gallery in 1973 established her
singular authority as a sculptor. There were three major pieces, each named after
a historical woman: Hroswitha, Galla Placidia, and The Catharines. The first
was a 10th-century German nun who wrote Latin poetry; the second a 5thcentury Roman Empress; the third an amalgam of namesakes, from Catharine of Siena to
Catharine the Great of Russia. Each of these works is over life size, meaning that it rises higher
than eye-level and exceeds the span of one’s outstretched arms. In a one-page text that
accompanied her show, Mayer identified one of the women in this manner: “The title refers to
Galla Placidia who, from 425 A.D. until her death in 450, ruled the Western Roman Empire,
from Rome and later Ravenna, for her incompetent son Valentinian III, the last more or less
legitimate Emperor of the West.”1
The idea of taking heroines as subject matter arose out of a consciousness-raising group to
which Mayer belonged in the early ’70s. It is important to characterize the use she made of
such subjects. She avoids the mythologizing of feminine stereotypes with exemplary
intelligence. She makes no attempt to draw on primitivistic symbols of matriarchy, such as the
Earth Goddess. These programs may have propaganda value, but seem as crude as the maleoriented symbols they are designed to combat. Mayer has taken the Surrealist concept of the

personnage and invested it with renewed semantic power. The personnage was a totemic,
ancestral, or regressive image manifested in forms that relied on the human contour, but
without specifying details. (David Smith’s vertical sculptures are an inventory of the form.)
Mayer revivifies this evocative but sometimes banal form brilliantly. The feminine presence is
evoked, to use her own words, “enveloped in huge gowns, over centuries,”2 but in tacit rather
than overt allusions. Galla Placidia, for example, is constructed of colored transparent
materials, which, draped from a rigid hoop, imply a style of feminine clothes, though not that

of the 5th century. The scale of the piece, combined with its ample volumes, has an imperious
presence, but the image is not simply that of a costume; it connotes both wings and a boat’s
prow. Thus the feminine figure is absent as well as present, missing as well as given.
The interplay of presence and absence is a declared theme in such drawings as Lucretia in

Ferrara. The reference is to Lucretia Borgia, in which an abundant mass of drapery implies a
body that is not depicted. Mayer made a series of drawings of angel sleeves at this time, often
derived from details of paintings by Grunewald and Pontormo, in which the sliding color
gradients and the bunching of creases are isolated from figures. However, the drapery retains
the imprint of gesture and wear, so that human presences are delicately but irrefutably called
up. Cecil Gould has observed that “the relation of the body to the drapery is comparable with
that of the skin to the bones,” and also that drapery can be used “as a means of stimulating
desire through partial concealment.”3 It is not desire in a physical sense that Mayer evokes, but
the desire for revelation. Her supple, radiant, and crinkled drapery acts as the screen, and the
signal, of a hidden presence; one not seen, but which shapes the lie of the drapery. Mayer has
taken a traditional resource of art—drapery —and intensified it without severing it from its
original formal and iconographical functions.

Conversely, she has taken an aspect of recent painting and reinterpreted it no less decisively:
Morris Louis’s veil paintings were in her mind as she contemplated the steps that lead up to
her draped sculpture. The tawny complexion of Galla Placidia, its greens and rusts, may
suggest Louis, but her color has an acid bite, a declaration of the metallic base of paint and
dye, that is characteristically sculptural rather than painterly. Her draped sculpture then
constitutes a synthesis, in which traditional, even antiquarian, forms of knowledge are
combined with a modern sensuousness. Mayer’s speculation about possible levels of
representation revises Louis’s formality. Mayer’s work communicates at a complex level, very
different from the simplified, direct address sought by adherents of primitivistic female
imagery. The theme of women is central; so are the complexity and ambiguities attendant on
all works of art that are not bound by a service function.

Some artists work in terms of a consistent production—a flow of roughly equivalent pieces—
whereas others (and Mayer is of this sort) proceed by numerically few works but each of them
consequential. After the draped pieces, she abandoned soft materials and revealed the skeletal
structure that had been their support. These are the tensile and transparent sculptures of 1974,

Shekinah (the title refers to the female manifestation of God) and Bat-Kol (the title refers to a
“heavenly voice, the female angel of divine pronouncement”).4 Bat-Kol is a vibrant transparent
structure with slim bent wooden bows and taut cords and wire. Its anthropomorphism is
reduced to gesture, as the bow tips point at the spectator. Mayer has compared her use of the
bows to “the way painted angels in Annunciations extend an arm, pointing an imperative.”5
For all its skinniness, there are condensed points and lines of color, amplifying the pared
forms.
As Mayer’s structure emerged without drapery, it included, as Bat-Kol does, references to tents
and pavilions, shelters supported by tension. There are two sculptures which seem not to reach
quite the intense point of formal resolution and semantic resonance that one expects of Mayer,

Ista and Ista II. The title means “neither here nor there” in Latin, an apt word for Mayer’s
fugitive but pervasive presences. The increased use of sanded wooden planes in these works
leads to The Portae, a sculpture that was shown early in 1975 at the Whitney Museum’s Art
Resources Center downtown. It was accompanied by a manuscript of handwritten notes,
pasted-in reproductions, working diagrams dealing with the making of The Portae, including
reference material and sources.6 Mayer connects the piece to Rosso Fiorentino’s Deposition, a
prime example of early Florentine Mannerism. The three ladders of the entangled original are
echoed by the sections of Mayer’s sculpture.

The Portae means “gates,” but the center of the piece is crowded and does not invite physical
entry. In fact, the wooden forms suggest a roof-support, with struts supporting an unseen roof.
The image is fundamentally that of a threshold, an area of contact. In plan the wooden planes
make a right-angled Z, with drapery threaded through the architectural forms like a choir of
angels or a garland for a baldacchino. The drapery is fiberglass, a tough scratchy surface tinted
with lyrical colors, and the wood is varnished with similar hues. Thus color changes both by
gradation and by reflection, just as the forms of this exceptional structure vary emphatically at
each step the spectator takes. It straddles spaces and it connotes movement.
The success of Mayer’s personnage sculpture is at least threefold; The women’s movement and
her interest in defining art in relation to it provided the motivation. Her interest in exalted
moments of European art, such as Grunewald’s, Rosso’s and Pontormo’s, expanded her

formal means beyond what would have been available to a Minimal artist. And her haunting
use of absence, reinforced by her tact and controlled emphasis, gives her work the sense of an
arrested, complex occasion. On one hand, her saturation in art history is never nostalgic, and,
on the other, her indirections have never lacked emotional candor. In the transition from

personnage to architectural form she has not sacrificed this balance of skills.
The function of her texts, as they record her thought, is important. It should not be supposed
that the literary work is primary, with the sculpture or drawings serving as its emblems. On the
contrary, Mayer declares the life of the artist in relation to the work. Her contextual
information is essential, not as a crutch, but as evidence of the personal and cultural context
from which art comes and in which it has to be seen. Sometimes the artist supplies this
information; sometimes it is present in society because it has already been presented and
absorbed. With art as new and as personally grounded as Mayer’s, however, the presence of
her words furthers our sense of her forms of revelation.

—Lawrence Alloway
—————————
NOTES
1. Rosemary Mayer, Typescript, A.I.R. Gallery, New York, 1973.
2. RosemaryMayer, “Two Years March ’73 to January ’75,” typescript, to be published in Alan
Sondheim’s forthcoming Lives (E. P. Dutton).
3. Cecil Gould, The Draped Figure, London, 1972, p. 3.
4. Mayer, “Two Years.”
5. Ibid.
6. This book, a unique copy, includes an earlier version of “Two Years.”
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Gillian Sneed is a writer and art historian of feminist and performance art pursuing a PhD at the City University of New York
Graduate Center. Rosemary Mayer is an artist who has been involved in the New York art scene since the 1960s.

Gillian Sneed: Who did you study with?
Rosemary Mayer: I got offered a fellowship to go to Harvard to do classics and I decided I didn’t want to do
that, because it this very small world, where you are always reading the same stuff. So I came back to New
York and then started making art. First I went to the Brooklyn Museum art school.
G: I don’t think they have that any more. What was that?
RM: It was a little art school, in one of the many rooms in the museum.
GS: For adults?
RM: No, it was for kids, for whatever my age was then, 22. And they had some pretty good teachers there at
the time. One of them, was a guy named Paul Waldman, who was associated with Leo Castelli and he also
taught at the School of Visual Arts and he said what are you doing here, come to SVA, where you can get a
scholarship.
GS: So did you go get a second BA there?
RM: No, I never got a degree. When I was at SVA I went into the second year program and the fourth year
program, but I never got anything. They weren’t giving degrees then.
GS: It was a different system then. Everything now is so professionalized. Who did you study with?
RM: At SVA in the fourth year, we had these little studio spaces, and we just went there and worked there
and various artists came around and talked to you if they felt like it. Malcolm Morley came around, Robert
Mangold came around, Sol Lewitt came around, but I kind of knew Sol Lewitt, because he lived in the same
building as my friend Adrian Piper, so we used to hang out sometimes.
G: How did you meet her?
RM: She was a student at SVA. She was in the second year, while I was in the second year.
G: I was curious, because I noticed in the captions of the photographs of her canonical performance pieces,
you are credited as the photographer, which was mind-blowing to me, especially now because there is such
a resurgence of interest in performance art and particularly, performance art documentation. Since those
were private performances, supposedly guerilla performances for whoever was there in the street, I was just

curious what was it like being the person documenting her, trailing her?
RM: Well it was pretty much a matter of necessity, she needed someone to do it and I could do it. And I was
totally willing to do it, and I just did it.
GS: How were people responding? There are just a couple of pictures that are always shown, so I have a very
limited understanding of it, in terms of what we can access about those performances, there are only two or
three images.
RM: People would just stare. And we would just do what we were doing. Nobody ever stopped us or interfered. No one talked to us or asked us anything. It was like we were in our own plane of reality and everyone else was in some other plane.
GS: Did you feel like she was performing for you or for the camera?
RM: No, she was doing it for other people.
GS: So you were there really just to document, you were trailing here.
RM: Right.
GS: And would she ever break character, and say, like let’s do this, you do this?
RM: No, we had it all planned. It was all planned ahead, and we just did it.
GS: And how long did they take, the bus one, the walking down the street one?
RM: An hour.
GS: Did you collaborate with her on any other projects?
RM: No.
GS: So that was just a documentation favor that you did for her.
RM: Right. Her work is totally different than mine.
GS: Did you ever do performance yourself? I know you did installations that look sort of like happenings.
RM: Which one?
GS: The Jamaica Balloons one? (Laughter)
RM: That was a disaster. The balloons broke in the wind.
GS: And the moon one, with people gathering, the Moon Tent.
RM: I suppose, yes, that was an event.
Max Warsh (Rosemary’s nephew): What about the Snow People in Lenox?

GS: Explain the Snow People, which one was that?
RM: That was in Massachusetts, I forget what year it was. Impermanence has always fascinated me, so I
wanted to make a lot of snow people. Bernadette (poet Bernadette Mayer, her sister) was living in Lenox,
and in Lenox was the library and they had a huge garden, so I asked the librarians if I could build snow
people in it, and they helped me find out the most commonly used names in the history of Lenox, so I built
one of them, and I called it “Anna,” but “Annas” with an “s” on a sign.
GS: So you did these in snow and community people could look at them?
RM: Yeah, they even wrote about them in the Berkshire Eagle. And there was nothing underneath them,
they had no armatures, so when they melted, everything went away except the little signs.
GS: And that was part of the concept? The ephemerality…
RM: Yeah, nothing would be left except the names.
GS: Do you feel like ephemerality was something you were always interested in from the beginning?
RM: Yes.
GS: OK, so lets back up a little. You’re studying at SVA, you’re hanging out with people like Adrian Piper,
and were you married to Vito Acconci yet?
RM: Yes.
GS: Who else was in your little circle at that point? Were you hanging out with artists and other poets?
RM: There were poets, like Scott Burton John Perrault. I don’t remember who else was in the circle, people
who were not part of the art world. My sister and Vito started putting together [the art magazine] 0 to 9.
Both Vito and Adrian disliked my work. They said, “You can’t do that, it’s an object.”
GS: How did that make you feel?
RM: They were wrong and I was right! No, I didn’t feel that way. I always felt like, you want to do that, fine,
I want to do this.
GS: So Acconci was trying to tell you that you needed to do non-objects, have a conceptual practice?
RM: Right.
GS: You are at SVA. Had you started doing the fabric pieces yet at SVA?
RM: At SVA I was in a painting class. I made stretchers and I did color field paintings and stuff and then I
looked at the process work that was around, and I thought: “OK, I am going to take apart a painting.” I took
the fabric off the stretchers and I did some works where I had the stretchers with the canvas hanging down.
I got interested in just the fabric and pouring paint onto the fabric. Here it was just because I thought it was
beautiful. But this one was at the end of a whole batch of them where I was interested in the paint, which is
what’s in here, working as glue to hold the two fabrics together.

GS: And when you say you were looking at Process stuff, you mean Eva Hesse and Robert Morris and
people like that?
RM: Yes.
GS: And were there other people?
RM: Serra. But Eva Hesse was really important.
GS: And when did you first come into contact with her work?
RM: It was everywhere.
GS: By 1970, yes. But, was it right then when you were seeing it, or had you been seeing it in the 60s?
RM: ‘68, ‘69. In galleries. The art world was very little and everyone knew everyone.
GS: I know she and Sol Lewitt were very close.
RM: I never met her though. But everyone knew – go see this show, go see this show.
GS: She died soon thereafter. She was very young. When I look at fabric in limp organic forms, I can’t help
but think about organic forms being linked with women, and fabric being related to women’s traditional
work -- those are some of the associations you have with women’s art. But she resisted that kind of association.
RM: She made it tough.
GS: Yeah, it was more difficult to be working as a woman artist and she didn’t want to be pigeonholed as a
woman artist. Were you attracted to fabric because of that association or were you interested in the form
only?
RM: I was attracted to fabric from the time I was a little kid. My father worked as an upholsterer for a
while. We always had fabric in the house, and I spent a lot of time in the local Catholic Church, which was
baroque, so there were statues of saints with all these long flowing garments and it fascinated me.
GS: So in the early 1970s you are starting to do these fabric pieces by first deconstructing the canvas and
then just getting excited about the fabric as a sculptural form. And then it seems like you very quickly
become politicized because you become a part of AIR gallery, and there is this emergent feminist consciousness. I am wondering if you could talk a little bit about that moment and your emergent awareness of
feminism and how it affected you.
RM: Do you know about consciousness raising groups?
GS: Yes.
RM: I was in one of them.
GS: When was that?

RM: It was before AIR. AIR didn’t happen until ‘72. It was around ‘70-‘71. It was around this time that I
became interested in finding out about women in history, which in ‘70-‘71 was really hard to do. There
weren’t books, you had to really dig. And then the women from AIR came to look at my work, for possibility as a member.
GS: How did they come over? Did they contact you or did you contact them?
RM: They contacted me. I had had Lucy Lippard over and I think she was the one who told them to go to
see me.
GS: So, then the AIR collective invites you to become a member in ‘72-‘73. What were your thoughts about
that?
RM: Well, at first I was totally for it. I was very involved, I wrote all the grant proposals, and I worked my
behind off, if somebody couldn’t do something, I volunteered to do it. And then after about a year, the
members wanted to focus on just having their shows and not doing any outreach, and I spoke up against
that, and there was a lot of tension.
GS: I heard there were major fights and lots of meetings that were very dramatic.
RM: It’s all true. So then, this woman who had a gallery, Monique Knowlton, offered me a show. So I
thought, I am leaving.
GS: And when was that?
RM: The show was in ‘74, or maybe ‘76.
GS: Had you had a solo show already?
RM: I had a show at the Whitney Museum. They had a space downtown that Lori Anderson was running.
And when Monique Knowlton offered me a show I thought, I am going to leave AIR, someone else can
show in my place, I don’t want to deal with these people.
GS: So you didn’t have your solo show there?
RM: Yes, I did.
GS: OK – so you had a solo show there but the tensions were driving you crazy?
RM: Not at that time. I had the last show with Judith Bernstein at the end of the year. May/June and then by
September, things were going bonkers.
GS: So what was the exact nature of your dispute? You thought it should be an activist organization that
reached out to women in the community, and they just wanted to have an art gallery?
RM: Yes.
GS: I have heard from everyone I had ever been in contact with who was involved in AIR that everyone had
issues with everyone else, that there was so much rancor. I have heard the same thing about [the feminist
journal] Heresies too, that there was tons of infighting.

RM: I never got involved in Heresies.
GS: It’s interesting that these utopian women collectives ended up being like anything else – people fighting.
RM: Screaming at each other.
GS: But it does seem to me, for a feminist of my generation, such an exciting time too.
RM: Well it was. I remember going to women’s marches down Fifth Avenue: thousands of women marching
and guys on the side yelling and screaming. It was something.
GS: What about Linda Benglis? Were you ever aware of her work?
RM: Yes, but I never liked her work. I always thought it was too splashy.
GS: And what about Ree Morton?
RM: Aah. She was great. She was a friend. I still feel sorry that she died so young. She did this crazy stuff.
GS: Yeah, she was pretty incredible.
RM: We were always looking at each other’s work.
GS: Do you remember the tone of the conversations you had or the ideas that you were exchanging with
her?
RM: She was always interested in … well, towards the end she wanted to make art that was like a story. So
she wanted something on the wall that you would put together in your head. I remember her saying, “Rosemary, do you think I need punctuation?” (Laughter)
GS: And what did you say?
RM: I said, “No. But if you’d like to, go ahead.”
GS: And what about feedback that she gave to you?
RM: There was less feedback. Lots of the artists that I talked to were sort of leery of my work because it was
so lush.
GS: Another question I have: Who were the men who were around AIR gallery? Like Lawrence Alloway?
RM: He was great.
GS: And he also wrote about your work as well?
RM: Yes, and we became sort of friends. One day, he was sitting there, in the gallery. I said who are you, he
said Lawrence Alloway, and he said who are you, and I told him, and he said, oh, I want to talk to you about
your work. I spent a lot of time with him and his wife Sylvia [artist, Sylvia Sleigh]. They were friends. Lawrence and Sylvia would always invite me to these dinners, so I would meet all these different people.

GS: So then you leave AIR, and you have an exhibition in ‘74.
RM: I think it was ‘76. At Monique Knowlton. She had a little gallery on the Upper East Side.
GS: Had you divorced Vito Acconci at that point?
RM: I divorced him in 1969.
GS: Oh, so you had already married and divorced him by this time?
RM: We remained friendly.
G: So you were aware of what he was up to?
RM: I was always aware of what he was up to.
GS: When did you get married?
GS: 1962. I was 19. He was 23. I met him when I was 16.
RM: Did you go to Iowa together?
GS: Yes. We got married for a lot of reasons. I needed to have a guardian to get access to money. Because
everyone died in my family except my uncle, and he wouldn’t let me have the money, so if I married him, he
became my guardian.
GS: Oh God!
RM: It’s true! So we went to Iowa because he had a scholarship to the Writer’s Workshop and he had a
Woodrow Wilson fellowship. So we lived on that and the money I had made by having the wedding and
collecting all the money and wedding presents. That was where I studied the classics. We stayed there two
years and then we came back to New York. That’s when I went to the Brooklyn Museum. And we lived in
Brooklyn on Union Street.
GS: When you were studying classics at Iowa, you weren’t making art. You were studying literature. And he
wasn’t making art. He was studying literature?
RM: At the end of the time in Iowa, when I had to decide: “Are you sending the trunk to Harvard, or what?”
I said no, I am going to do this thing that I always wanted to do.
GS: To make art. And when you were in high school had you been making art?
RM: I used to make little pictures and watercolors but I never thought of it seriously, because my parents
were totally against it. I knew there was this thing that I wanted to do. But I couldn’t.
GS: How do you wake up one day and decide I want to go to New York and be an artist? How does the idea
come to you?
RM: I think it’s always in you. I think art is like gastrointestinal bacteria. It’s part of you. I don’t know. I
think I did a great job of keeping it down for a long time. But when it came down to, what are you going to

do with the rest of your life? Then it had to surface.
GS: So then you decided, I am going to art, you came to New York, you enroll at the Brooklyn Museum
School, and was Acconci just doing writing at that point? Did he want to be an artist too?
RM: No, he was still writing. We lived together in Brooklyn for a year and we fought a lot. We split up and
we lived separately for a year. He was still doing writing. And we went back together again – big mistake.
GS: That was ‘67?
RM: Yeah, ‘66-‘67. Then he started doing performance-like things.
GS: How did he come up with the idea of doing performance-like things? Had he been seeing happenings?
RM: I think it came out of doing slide projections. But I don’t remember it all.
GS: It just makes me wonder if you doing art made him want to do art.
RM: Well, what do you think? (Laughter)
GS: It seems like he wouldn’t have been interested in art if you hadn’t suddenly started doing art.
RM: I think that’s a fair assumption. It was also that art was more interesting. It was a more open field. Trying to get a novel published, poetry published, was really hard and chancy. But if you went out there and
said I am an artist, in that art world, people would pay attention to what you did.
GS: I can’t imagine an art world like that. It’s so different now.
RM: It was so small.
GS: It sounds like a really exciting time to try and be an artist.
RM: It was.
GS: Let’s move on to the ‘70s. You went to Art Institute of Chicago for a while?
RM: No, I taught there. In the ‘70s I started to get asked to do visiting artist stints. And one of them was at
the University of Chicago. One of them was at Hartwick College, and one of them was at Tyler in Philadelphia. I think those were the major ones that I did. You would go to these places and talk about your work
and come home. I was so tired.
GS: How long would these last?
RM: Chicago was three months, Oneonta was three months, Tyler was a month.
GS: Was Monique Knowlton representing you at this point?
RM: No, I didn’t stay with her for more than a year.
GS: Did you have representation?

RM: No.
GS: So you would be going to these places and coming back, like a residency. You had already been immersed in the avant-garde art scene, and then you start leaving and spending time outside New York. Did
that affect you?
RM: I hated it. I wanted to be home, just the daily-ness of continuing my work. And eventually I just
stopped doing that kind of stuff. I couldn’t stand it. I thought it was kind of useless, because you went, and
there wasn’t enough time to develop a relationship with the students. You were like the star and you peaked
in and you said your mighty words and you disappeared. And I thought it was silly.
GS: So did you start teaching here in New York at that point in the late ‘70s?
RM: In the late ‘70s I got a lot of grants and I managed until 1980 with grants. And then I had pretty much
won them all and I didn’t know what to do. So I took a job, a real job, one of the few I’ve ever had, at an
advertising agency. For three years. And then, for money, I started working as an independent contractor writing textbooks. And that was the time when I was making those Chinese vessels. And eventually I
started to teach.
GS: What about the scene in the late ‘70s. Did you ever attend events at Franklin Furnace?
RM: I had the first show at Franklin Furnace with Nancy Kitchel. I had a series of handmade books and she
had books of her own and we did a slide show. It was right around here.
GS: So you did a slide show like a presentation. And did you consider it to be a performance? How did you
conceptualize it?
RM: I thought of it more as a lecture with pictures. It was just slides and voices.
GS: And did you attend other events? Anything strike you about that scene?
RM: From the early ‘70s, I used to write reviews for art magazines, but then I quit, because it was too conflicting with making art. But I always stayed very involved with what was going on.
GS: How did writing affect your art practice?
RM: Eventually I thought it was useless to me personally, in terms of where my own work was going. When
I first did it, I did it because I needed the money, and for a while it was fun to try and figure out how to say
things that would make people pay attention. But then I got bored with it.
GS: So in 1977 and then in 1978 you did the balloons piece.
RM: People came to me from the Jamaica Council on the Arts and said they wanted me to decorate the
opening of a farmer’s market. And, it didn’t work, because the balloons broke.
GS: It didn’t work how?
RM: I thought the balloons would hold up the fabric and it would float over the farmer’s market.
GS: For the duration of the day. And then you envisioned that they would just fade away?

RM: Collapse. But the wind was so strong that they just swished around this way and they broke. So that’s
why you have pictures of all the fabric on the ground.
GS: So this was like a failure for you. You didn’t like it?
RM: Well, I didn’t like it, but I loved the pictures.
GS: The pictures are really compelling.
RM: I always liked the pictures, but it was a disaster. Then I did one that a friend paid for. He owned a
building on Park Avenue South. And we put great big balloons on his roof, and it was there for a week or
two. And I had somebody down the street handing out pamphlets explaining there was a balloon on the
roof and that you should look at it.
GS: And you talked about the second piece being like a memorial. The Jamaica piece – you realized after
the fact…
RM: After, because it was in Jamaica, and that’s where part of my family had lived and I thought about
them. That it would survive and then end, in anybody’s life, but because it was in Jamaica it made me think
of them. White Walls, which is a magazine I wrote articles for about my own work in the ‘80s. They were in
a series of readings of small presses and they chose the text that I wrote for the balloon piece to read. This
was last summer.
GS: The second time you did the piece, how did you conceive of its conceptual meaning?
RM: I didn’t think of it so much as a memorial, but as a celebration. Here’s my friend, he’s got this building.
It’s his birthday, Yay!…
And then I did Some Days in April, another balloon piece that I did in Hartwick, near Oneonta, where one
of my friends lived, it was on his land. And that was directly a memorial for my parents and various friends
who had died.
GS: How long did Some Days in April last?
RM: A couple of days.
GS: This was out in the middle of nowhere, so how did you conceive of people engaging with it. Whoever
sees it see it, or it lives in documentation?
RM: It lives in documentation. I really didn’t care if anyone engaged in this. This was my private expression,
concern.
GS: Whereas the one in Manhattan on the roof…
RM: Was more public, I wanted people to see it and say, hey, this is great.
GS: I am curious about the Pontormo project [Mayer’s translation and publication in English of Pontormo’s
diaries]. You have Gruenwald and Pontormo, and all these art-historical references in your work. I mean, I
can see how the depiction of fabric in the classical paintings started to inform what you were making. But
I am curious, how did you come to Pontormo and Mannerism, which seems totally the opposite of making

Post-minimalist / Process stuff.
RM: Well, about the art periods, it seemed to me that I was living in Post-minimalism, a time after a time of
clarity, and Pontormo was in a time after the clarity of the Renaissance. And honestly I just loved his work,
for a long time. But it just seemed that it was the following of a period of very clear-headed stuff, where everyone agreed about all the art principles, to a period like I thought I was living in then, where everything
was up to everybody, and everything was different for everybody.
GS: So you saw a parallel between Pontormo’s work and your own?
RM: Yeah.
GS: So you came across Pontormo’s diaries and you were reading them in Italian?
RM: No, I couldn’t read Italian. That’s why I translated it. I knew French, so I figured out enough Italian to
translate it and then I had a scholar from NYU go over it and ensure that it was OK. I just wanted to know
what they said.
GS: So it was a personal project you were doing and it turned into getting published.
RM: Yeah.
GS: So next, we have the ‘80s…the piece that interests me the most is the Moon Tent that you made for [art
historian] Robert Hobbs. I want to know about that, how it came about.
RM: When the Moon Tent happened Robert Hobbs was at Cornell. He was teaching there. What happened
before the Moon Tent? Oh, the Ghosts. The Ghosts were those creatures made of paper.
GS: That was the glassine piece?
RM: Yes, it was glassine, cellophane. It was all kinds of transparent papers. I did those in a bunch of
schools. I was going to Tyler, Minneapolis.
GS: How did you come to that material?
RM: There was the Times Square Show. And, there was a whole group of artists, mostly younger than me.
And each of us got a space in this derelict building near Times Square and my space was down in the basement and I thought about ghosts and I made this structure with dowel rods and paper. It was a kind of
yellow paper and ribbons and then I made a big banner and I put all the names. Because I was thinking that
this building had been a whorehouse and all these women had worked in it. So after that I started thinking
that I could make the structures sturdier and I could use all different types of paper, I did those for a number of years. They were really fun.
GS: So it seems like in this period, the late ‘70s, early ‘80s, you are moving away from the formalist, total
abstraction to more figurative work. What prompted that interest in going back to the figure? Did it have to
do with your looking more closely to the Mannerist paintings?
RM: Maybe. Maybe it started with the snow people. Maybe it started with the ghosts in the basement.
GS: I guess the snow people could be ghostly as well.

RM: They are, they disappear.
GS: How did you conceive of the Moon Tent?
RM: Robert’s house, this super modern thing, it was like a cube, that he lived in. And on top of it, was another cube, but it was just a frame.
GS: And who did that?
RM: I forgot.
GS: Was it an architect?
RM: An architect.
GS: It was something he wanted to be a part of the architecture of his house.
RM: And when I saw it, I thought, this is like a frame for one of my sculptures. And I had some money
from New York State, and I was supposed to do something public with it, so I wrapped up all of the structure in white tissue paper, but a bit heavier. And the idea was also an idea from Chinese culture. The moon
festival happens at the tenth new moon, usually in October. And everyone goes up to the roofs and looks at
the moon and sings songs to the moon and eats round pale food. I had done this the year before on the roof
at Leonard Street. I had a moon festival party -- that was just sitting around drinking.
GS: And what brought that up for you to have a party like that, was it a whim?
RM: Because I was reading about Chinese culture. Here’s the roof. Here’s the moon. But there was no sculpture associated with it. But then when I saw his roof, the structure. The idea was that as the sun set, the
paper took on all the pinks of the sunset. And people brought food and music and we just sat around and
had a party.
GS: And that was a part of the concept, that it would be this event?
RM: Yes.
GS: I think I read in the Maureen Conner article from Women’s Art Journal that it was very silent? People
brought instruments and things and it ended up being very quiet.
RM: I remember somebody with a guitar. I was very hyper. I was trying to take pictures.
GS: And then it just goes away the next day. How did it come about? Did Hobbs invite you do to something,
or did you propose it?
RM: I proposed it.
GS: And was that the last time you did an environmental installation like that? Did you ever do any more
large-scale outdoor interventions?
RM: It probably was. After that I did the vases, and the Chinese vases.

GS: Did you have a gallery by that point, in the mid-‘80s?
RM: I did briefly. I had a show at Pamela Adler, right before her gallery closed. She started making pickles.
She got more interested in making pickles. She had had a gallery for like ten years on Broadway, off Prince
Street and she always showed slightly quirky artists. And she showed the vases, the big ones. That was the
last gallery show I had. That was in ‘85.
GS: I am curious. What was your relationship to the art world in the ‘80s and ‘90s and what are your
thoughts about the way the art world is now?
RM: It’s like a free-for-all.
GS: Do you feel connected to it?
RM: No. I feel connected to it through Max [nephew, artist Max Warsh] and his gallery [Regina Rex].
GS: Which is a really great space.
RM: Yes. The few people that I know are young people. I really don’t see any of the people from when I was
showing. Once I took that job at the ad agency, even though it was only three years, and once I was doing
all that publishing work and then I started to teach, I didn’t have the kind of time to hang out. I was a very
solitary art worker for a long time.
GS: What are your recollections in general from the period that you did feel plugged into the art world, say
in the ‘70s, did you have thoughts about it at that time, responses to it?
RM: It was exciting. It made me very nervous. In the beginning it seemed very genial. And by the late ‘70s,
it seemed very cruel, competitive, cutthroat.
GS: And by the ‘80s did it feel like it had taken a totally different turn? It’s so commercial by that point.
RM: I don’t really remember… The thing I remember most was the career of Barbara Krueger, who used to
live downstairs from me at Leonard Street. And it just used to amaze me that her work…
GS: Took off.
RM: Yeah.
GS: What have you been up to since the 1990s?
RM: In the 1990s I think I was still making sculpture. Mostly small things. Some of them with the rag vellum unpainted, some of them where I painted them, let it dry, and then made the sculpture. Rag vellum is a
kind of very expensive paper. And in the 1990s I started to paint the rag vellum with watercolor.
GS: But you had had a watercolor practice for a while?
RM: Yeah. And for this I would hang it up, wait till it tried and use it in the same way I had used it except
that it was colored. And, I did that for a while. And the big thing that happened, happened around 2000,
when I was teaching, and I saw that my students were really good at drawing little people and imagining
scenarios, so I wanted to do an illustration course, which I proposed and I pushed through all the gobble-

dy-gook, and when it got through and it was all set for me to teach it, I thought, you better try this, you
never did this. So I illustrated Beowulf.
GS: This was in 2000?
RM: Around 2000-2002, at La Guardia Community College. It was tremendous fun. It was really hard to do.
There is a PowerPoint of Beowulf. And then, it took a while, I decided we should have a graphic narrative
course, and of course, I thought, I have to do this, so I did Gilgamesh, which was also tremendous fun. That
is what I’d been doing up until I thought it would be interesting to write my own narrative. And being always interested in women, I decided I would write my own history of women in the Roman Empire, women
who had been powerful from about 385 until about 425. And then through 525 as things really fall apart.
GS: Does that link at all to the Catherines piece and the research that you did for that?
RM: Well always women have fascinated me, obviously, and women who manage things, like the Catherines
is for all the Catherines. So this one, in the first show there was a group called Galla Placidia. She was not
the empress but the mother of the Emperor of Rome, who was a hopeless guy, and she pretty much kept
the empire together. So what I decided to do was to research back to her grandmother and then to start the
story there and then go forward with her daughters and her granddaughters and what happened to all of
them, which was fascinating to me.
GS: So you are talking about this story that you wrote more recently.
RM: And then I illustrated it.
GS: When did you do this?
RM: This has taken me three or four years. It’s not finished.
GS: When you were doing the illustrations, let’s say Gilgamesh and Beowulf, in what kind of venue was it
circulated? Was it an actual book that was illustrated, or did you present them in an exhibition?
RM: I showed them at LIU (Long Island University), where I was also teaching, and I showed them at the
Bowery Poetry Club. We had a reading. One of my friends could read the early English. I went through it
and chopped up Beowulf so it was in short enough segments so we could go through it in about an hour.
And Maria read the old English and someone else read the translation, while we had the PowerPoint of the
illustrations up there. Gilgamesh is like a book. I actually did it twice. It’s a big, great big book. I did it once
and I decided to do it again, because I thought I could do it better. And I showed the pages. I mounted the
pages, at LaGuardia.
GS: You were showing them as illustrations in an exhibition, not in a book format?
RM: Right, I was showing them as pages, but the difference is in illustration you have one scene, for graphic
narrative, you have many scenes on one page, and you can do it like a comic book and break it into panels
or you can just have the different things happening without the lines around it.
G: So this has been occupying you since as far back as 2000, these illustrations and not doing any sculptures
or installation.
RM: No.

GS: Was that out of practicality, or a loss of interest?
RM: Well it just happened. I thought I would just do this and it became absorbing to me, it took all my time
and I was perfectly happy to let it take all my time. I have this antiquarian, what, penchant? And it was fascinating to me, to find out what did the world look like in 3000 BC, what did people wear? I was looking up
all kinds of art. Old art.
GS: I was always interested in Theodora, because she was a bear dancer. I thought that was very cool, she
started out as a prostitute and she became the most powerful woman in the Byzantine Empire.
RM: She was about one generation after my story stops. Justinian is just coming into power, when the last
in the line of Galla Placidia. She is like a rival. Juliana Olympia, she was the richest woman, she was in Byzantium at that time what is now Constantinople, and she had a splendid heritage going back to Theodosis,
and Justinian. Theodora was just an upstart, so they were rivals, but she was much older.
GS: Is your interest in Roman History linked to your interest in antique languages, like Latin and Greek? So
this interest goes all the way back to your formative years?
RM: Yes, when I was a little girl, I wanted to know where everything started from. What was it like as long
ago as possible? My father used to take us to museums, me and my sister, and he would say, “OK, find the
oldest thing in the room.”
GS: And that was Roman stuff?
RM: No, I remember we were looking at Egyptian things and that got really complicated. (Laughter)
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